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ABSTRACT
We present an analysis of V-band radial surface brightness μ(r) profiles for S0 galaxies in
different environments using Hubble Space Telescope/Advanced Camera for Surveys imaging
and data from the Space Telescope A901/2 Galaxy Evolution Survey. Using a large sample
of ∼280 field and cluster S0s, we find that in both environments, ∼25 per cent have a pure
exponential disc (type I) and ∼50 per cent exhibit an up-bending disc break (antitruncation,
type III). However, we find hardly any (<5 per cent) down-bending disc breaks (truncations,
type II) in our S0s and many cases (∼20 per cent) where no discernible exponential component
was observed (i.e. general curvature). We also find no evidence for an environmental depen-
dence on the disc scalelength h or break strength T (outer-to-inner scalelength ratio), implying
that the galaxy environment does not affect the stellar distribution in S0 stellar discs. Com-
paring disc structure (e.g. h, T) between these S0s and the spiral galaxies from our previous
studies, we find: (i) no evidence for the type I scalelength h being dependent on morphology;
and (ii) some evidence to suggest that the type II/III break strength T is smaller (weaker) in S0s
compared to spiral galaxies. Taken together, these results suggest that the stellar distribution in
S0s is not drastically affected by the galaxy environment. However, some process inherent to
the morphological transformation of spiral galaxies into S0s does affect stellar disc structure
causing a weakening of μ(r) breaks and may even eliminate truncations from S0 galaxies. In
further tests, we perform analytical bulge–disc decompositions on our S0s and compare the
results to those for spiral galaxies from our previous studies. For type III galaxies, we find
that bulge light can account for the excess light at large radii in up to ∼50 per cent of S0s but
in only ∼15 per cent of spirals. We propose that this result is consistent with a fading stellar
disc (evolving bulge-to-disc ratio) being an inherent process in the transformation of spiral
galaxies into S0s.

Key words: galaxies: clusters: individual: A901/2 – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular,
cD – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: structure.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

It is now well established that correlations exist between the prop-
erties of galaxies, e.g. morphology, colour and star formation rate,
and their local environment (Dressler 1980; Weinmann et al. 2006).
However, the exact mechanisms driving these correlations remain

�E-mail: dtmaltby@gmail.com

elusive. Certain physical processes inherent to galaxy evolution and
related to the galaxy environment may contribute, e.g. ram-pressure
stripping of the interstellar medium, mergers and harassment (e.g.
Gunn & Gott 1972; Icke 1985; Moore et al. 1996). However, the
relative importance of each of these processes in galaxy evolution
remains uncertain.

An important aspect in studying how the environment could affect
the formation and evolution of disc galaxies is the structure of
galactic discs. Their fragile outer regions are more easily affected
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1507

by interactions with other galaxies, and therefore their structural
characteristics must be closely related to their evolutionary history.
Consequently, exploring the effect of the environment on the light
distribution (surface brightness μ profile) of disc galaxies should aid
in our understanding of the physical processes of galaxy evolution
occurring in different environments.

The light profiles of disc galaxies are comprised of two main
structural components: an inner bulge-dominated component; and
an outer exponentially declining disc with some minor deviations re-
lated to sub-structure (de Vaucouleurs 1959; Freeman 1970). How-
ever, this ‘classical’ picture fails for the majority of disc galaxies
in the Universe since the exponential component is often truncated
(sharply cut off) after several scalelengths (van der Kruit 1979). In
fact, most disc μ profiles are actually best described by a two-slope
model (broken exponential), characterized by an inner and outer ex-
ponential scalelength separated by a relatively well-defined break
radius rbrk (Pohlen et al. 2002). Many studies have reported (mainly
using surface photometry) the existence of broken exponential discs
in both the local (Pohlen et al. 2002, 2007; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006;
Bakos, Trujillo & Pohlen 2008; Erwin, Pohlen & Beckman 2008;
Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Erwin, Gutiérrez & Beckman 2012; Maltby
et al. 2012a) and distant z < 1 Universe (Pérez 2004; Trujillo &
Pohlen 2005; Azzollini, Trujillo & Beckman 2008). Broken expo-
nential discs have also been reported through the use of resolved
star counts on some nearby galaxies (Ibata et al. 2005; Ferguson
et al. 2007).

As a direct result of these studies, a comprehensive classification
scheme for disc galaxies has emerged based on break features in the
outer disc component of their radial μ(r) profiles (see e.g. Pohlen
& Trujillo 2006; Erwin et al. 2008). This classification scheme con-
sists of three broad types (type I, II and III): type I (no break) –
the galaxy has a simple exponential profile extending out to sev-
eral scalelengths (e.g. Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2005); type II (down-
bending break, truncation) – a broken exponential with a shallow
inner and steeper outer region separated by a relatively well-defined
break radius rbrk (van der Kruit 1979; Pohlen et al. 2002); type III
(up-bending break, antitruncation) – a broken exponential with the
opposite behaviour to a type II profile (a shallower region beyond
rbrk; Erwin, Beckman & Pohlen 2005). In each case, the classifica-
tion refers to the outer disc component of the galaxy μ(r) profile
and does not consider the inner bulge component even if the bulge
is near exponential in nature.

At present, the physical origins of the different profile types are
not well understood. Some models suggest that type II profiles (trun-
cations) could be the consequence of a radial star formation thresh-
old (e.g. Kennicutt 1989; Elmegreen & Parravano 1994; Schaye
2004). Others suggest that type II profiles are caused by a resonance
phenomenon and a redistribution of angular momentum (Debattista
et al. 2006). However, most current theories incorporate both these
ideas, suggesting that the inner disc forms as a consequence of a
star formation threshold while the outer disc forms by the outward
migration of stars from the inner disc to regions beyond the star for-
mation threshold (i.e. break radius rbrk). This proposed migration
could be due to resonant scattering with spiral arms (Roškar et al.
2008a,b) or clump disruptions (Bournaud, Elmegreen & Elmegreen
2007). For type III profiles, their discovery is still very recent
(Erwin et al. 2005) and therefore much less effort has been afforded
to their origin. Erwin et al. (2005) suggest that in some cases the
excess light beyond the break radius rbrk could actually be attributed
to light from the spheroidal bulge or halo extending beyond the end
of the disc; however, these cases seem to be quite rare (Maltby et al.
2012b). In general, it appears that type III profiles are the conse-

quence of a disturbed system and that recent minor mergers could
produce up-bending stellar profiles in the remnant galaxy (Younger
et al. 2007; Sil’Chenko et al. 2011).

Investigating the frequency of profile types for different mor-
phologies and in regions of different galaxy density, is a useful
tool for exploring galaxy evolution and the role of the galaxy en-
vironment. However, presently there have only been a few system-
atic searches for broken exponentials in stellar discs (e.g. Pohlen
& Trujillo 2006; Azzollini et al. 2008; Erwin et al. 2008, 2012;
Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Maltby et al. 2012a) and these rarely span
the full range of disc morphologies (S0–Sdm). Pohlen & Trujillo
(2006) use a local sample of ∼90 late-type spirals (Sb–Sdm) and
find that the distribution of profile types I:II:III is approximately
10:60:30 per cent. However, Erwin et al. (2008) use a local sample
of 66 barred early-type disc galaxies (S0–Sb) and find a distribu-
tion of approximately 30:40:25 per cent (the remaining ∼5 per cent
contained both type II and type III features). The differences in the
profile-type fractions between these two authors can easily be at-
tributed to the morphological range of their respective samples. This
is because the shape of disc galaxy μ(r) profiles is dependent on
morphology (Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Maltby
et al. 2012a). Gutiérrez et al. (2011) explored this issue by combin-
ing their local sample of 47 unbarred early-type galaxies with those
of Pohlen & Trujillo (2006) and Erwin et al. (2008) and examined
the profile-type distribution across the entire S0–Sdm range. They
find that towards later Hubble types (S0 → Sdm) the fraction of type
I profiles decreases (∼30 → 10 per cent) and the fraction of type II
profiles increases (∼25 → 80 per cent). Consequently, morphology
is an important factor when comparing the profile-type distributions
from these different studies.

Presently, the effect of the galaxy environment on the frequency
of profile types has only been explored by a few authors. For spi-
ral galaxies, Maltby et al. (2012a) use a sample of ∼300 field and
cluster spirals (Sa–Sdm) and find no environmental dependence on
the distribution of profile types in the outer regions of the stellar
disc (μ > 24 mag arcsec−2). We note that due to the limited surface
brightness range studied by Maltby et al. (2012a), their profile-
type distributions cannot be directly compared to those of previous
works. However, an inspection of their μ(r) profiles yields a profile-
type distribution I:II:III of approximately 10:50:40 per cent in both
the field and cluster environment, which is in line with previous
works. In contrast, for S0 galaxies Erwin et al. (2012) recently dis-
covered an intriguing environmental dependence among the shapes
of their μ(r) profiles. Using a sample of ∼70 field and cluster S0s,
they find that in the field the distribution is 25:25:50 per cent while
in the cluster the distribution is 50:0:50 per cent. Thus, their cluster
S0s show a complete lack of type II profiles.

In this work, we expand on these environmental studies by
performing a systematic search for broken exponential discs in
field and cluster S0s using the Space Telescope A901/2 Galaxy
Evolution Survey (STAGES; Gray et al. 2009). This work builds on
previous studies by using larger and more statistically viable field
and cluster samples and by being one of only a few studies to probe
the high-density environments (see Erwin et al. 2012, for another
example). This work is also similar to our companion study (Maltby
et al. 2012a), which explores the effect of the galaxy environment
on the disc structure of spiral galaxies in STAGES.1 Since S0s are

1 Note: unlike Maltby et al. (2012a), in this work our break classification is
based on the entire disc and not just the outer disc (μ > 24 mag arcsec−2)
(see Section 4).
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expected to have evolved from spiral galaxies, by comparing the
results of these two works we aim to provide some insight into the
potential evolutionary mechanisms involved in their morphological
transformation.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give
a brief description of the STAGES data set relevant to this work
and outline our sample selection in Section 2.1. In Section 3, we
describe the method used to obtain our radial surface brightness
μ(r) profiles from the STAGES V-band imaging and explain our
profile classification scheme in Section 4. We present our results for
S0 galaxies in Section 5, and then compare these results with those
for STAGES spiral galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012a) in Section 6.
In Section 7, we complement this work with an examination of the
impact of a de Vaucouleurs (1948) bulge profile on the outer regions
of our S0 μ(r) profiles, and compare our results with those from a
similar study using spiral galaxies (Maltby et al. 2012b). Finally, we
draw our conclusions in Section 8. Throughout this paper, we adopt
a cosmology of H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, �� = 0.7 and �m = 0.3,
and use AB magnitudes unless stated otherwise.

2 D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E DATA

This work is entirely based on the STAGES data published by
Gray et al. (2009). STAGES is an extensive multiwavelength sur-
vey targeting the Abell(A) 901/902 multicluster system (z ∼ 0.167)
and covering a wide range of galaxy environments. These environ-
ments span from the general field to the intermediate densities of
the A901/2 clusters (Heiderman et al. 2009). Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST)/Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) V-band (F606W)
imaging covering the full 0.◦5 × 0.◦5 (∼5 × 5 Mpc2) of the multi-
cluster system is available and complemented by extensive multi-
wavelength observations. These include high-precision photomet-
ric redshifts and observed-/rest-frame spectral energy distributions
(SEDs) from the 17-band COMBO-17 photometric redshift sur-
vey (Wolf et al. 2003). These photometric redshifts are accurate
to 1 per cent in δz/(1 + z) at R < 21. However, photo-z quality
degrades for progressively fainter galaxies reaching accuracies of
2 per cent for galaxies with R ∼ 22 and 10 per cent for galaxies with
R > 24 (Wolf et al. 2004, 2008). Stellar mass estimates derived from
the SED fitting of the COMBO-17 photometry are also available
(Borch et al. 2006; Gray et al. 2009).

Gray et al. (2009) have also performed Sérsic profile fitting us-
ing the GALFIT code (Peng et al. 2002) on all HST/ACS images and
conducted simulations to quantify the completeness of the survey,
all of which are publicly available.2 Additionally, all galaxies with
R < 23.5 and zphot < 0.4 (5090 galaxies) were visually classified by
seven members of the STAGES team into Hubble-type morpholo-
gies (E, S0, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Irr) and their intermediate classes (Gray
et al., in preparation). This classification ignored bars and degrees
of asymmetry and defined S0s to be disc galaxies with a visible
bulge but no spiral arms (smooth disc).

2.1 Sample selection

Our sample of field and cluster S0 galaxies is drawn from Maltby
et al. (2010). This consists of a large, mass-limited (M∗ > 109 M�),
visually classified sample of 276 S0s from both the field and cluster

2 http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/astronomy/stages

environments in STAGES (60 field and 216 cluster). In the follow-
ing, we give a brief summary of the relevant field and cluster sample
selection presented in Maltby et al. (2010).

The cluster S0 sample is selected from a parent sample of cluster
galaxies suggested for STAGES by Gray et al. (2009). This par-
ent sample of cluster galaxies is defined solely from photometric
redshifts. The photo-z distribution of cluster galaxies is assumed
to be Gaussian while the distribution of field galaxies is assumed
to be consistent with the average galaxy counts N(z, R) outside the
cluster and to vary smoothly with redshift and magnitude. Clus-
ter galaxies are then defined simply via a redshift interval around
the known spectroscopic redshift of the cluster, zphot = [0.17 −
�z, 0.17 + �z], the width of which varies with R-magnitude. The
half-width �z as a function of R-magnitude is

�z(R) =
√

0.0152 + 0.009 65252(1 + 100.6[Rtot−20.5]). (1)

This cluster selection adopts a narrow redshift range for bright
R-magnitudes due to the high precision of the COMBO-17 photo-
metric redshifts; however, the interval increases in width towards
fainter R-magnitudes to accommodate for the increase in the photo-z
error. Gray et al. (2009) calculate the completeness and contami-
nation of this cluster selection as a function of R-magnitude by
using the counts of their smooth models. In these calculations, they
compromise �z so that the completeness of the cluster selection
is >90 per cent at all magnitudes. The completeness of this selec-
tion converges to nearly 100 per cent for bright galaxies (see Gray
et al. 2009, for further details). This cluster sample is then limited by
stellar mass (log M∗/M� > 9) and morphology (visually classified
S0s) in order to create our final sample of 216 cluster S0 galaxies.

The field sample is selected from STAGES galaxies by applying
a redshift interval either side of the cluster redshift (zcl = 0.167)
that avoids the cluster selection. We use a lower redshift interval at
z = [0.05, 0.14] and an upper redshift interval at z = [0.22, 0.30],
based on a similar sample selection used by Wolf et al. (2009).
This field sample is then limited by stellar mass (log M∗/M� > 9)
and morphology (visually classified S0s) in order to create our final
sample of 60 field S0 galaxies. For full details of the field and cluster
sample selection used in this work, see Maltby et al. (2010).

In the data catalogue published by Gray et al. (2009), there are two
sets of derived values for galaxy properties such as magnitude and
stellar mass: one value based on the photo-z estimate and another
assuming the galaxy is located at the known spectroscopic redshift
of the cluster (zcl = 0.167). In this work, we use the original photo-z
estimates for our field sample and the fixed redshift values for our
cluster sample. This practice prevents the propagation of photo-z
errors into the physical values of our cluster galaxies.

The completeness of STAGES is >90 per cent for R < 23.5
(Gray et al. 2009) which is true for both our field and cluster
S0 samples (see Fig. 1). However, based on previous COMBO-
17 experience Wolf et al. (2009) estimate that at low stellar
masses M∗ < 109.5 M�, the field sample could have an additional
20 per cent incompleteness. Consequently, our field sample is essen-
tially >70 per cent complete. For our cluster sample, completeness
is >90 per cent and contamination by the field is <25 per cent based
on the R-magnitude the cluster sample reaches (see Fig. 1 and Gray
et al. 2009: fig. 14).3 No further incompleteness is introduced by
selecting only visually classified S0 galaxies (Maltby et al. 2010).

3 Note: using spectroscopy, Bösch et al. (2013a) report that the contamina-
tion of this cluster sample may actually be <10 per cent.
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1509

Figure 1. The photometric redshift zphot versus total R-band magnitude
(Vega) for the field (grey points) and cluster (black points) S0 galaxy sam-
ples. The field sample reaches R ∼ 23 and the cluster sample reaches R ∼ 22.
Respective sample sizes are shown in the legend.

Table 1. Properties of the field and cluster S0
samples.

Property Field Cluster

Ngal 60 216
Completeness >70 per cent >90 per cent
Contamination – <25 per cent
Rmean 20.44 19.71
MB(min) −16.54 −16.45
MB(max) −21.19 −21.78
zphot,mean 0.230 0.171
zphot,min 0.083 0.148
zphot,max 0.300 0.195
logM∗,mean 10.41 10.45
Bar fraction 7 per cent 14 per cent

The properties of the field and cluster S0 samples are shown in
Table 1.

2.2 Galaxy inclination

In the majority of studies that use surface photometry to explore
broken exponential stellar discs, the disc galaxy samples are limited
by galaxy inclination i to be face-on to intermediately inclined (e.g.
Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Erwin et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2011;
Maltby et al. 2012a). In general, the minor-to-major axial ratio q
(q = b/a = 1 − e, where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor
axes, respectively, and e is the ellipticity) is restricted to correspond
to an inclination i of less than 60◦ (q > 0.5 or e < 0.5). The purpose
of this inclination i cut is to

(i) minimize the influence of dust on the galaxy μ(r) profiles –
this is particularly important in the case of spiral galaxies, but less
of an issue with S0s;

(ii) allow for reliable information on disc sub-structure, e.g. bars,
rings and spiral arms;

(iii) ensure observations/measurements of the disc component
can actually probe the disc light outside of the bulge-dominated
region.

Figure 2. The distribution of minor-to-major axial ratio q for our field (light
grey) and cluster (dark grey) S0 galaxies. The q cut used by previous works
(q > 0.5, represented by a black dashed line) is shown for reference. Errors
in q are <3 per cent. Respective sample sizes are shown in the legend.

The axial ratio q for our S0 galaxies is determined from the STAGES
GALFIT models (Gray et al. 2009) and the axial ratio q distributions for
our field/cluster S0s are shown in Fig. 2. The suggested inclination
cut (q > 0.5) would remove ∼40 per cent of our field and cluster
S0s. Unfortunately, this would have a drastic effect on the number
of galaxies in our field S0 sample and the quality of our field
property distributions and subsequent results. Therefore, in order to
maintain our field sample size, we do not limit our S0 samples by
galaxy inclination i in this study. However, we take account of the
above considerations by performing parallel analysis on both the
full S0 sample and a low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample (36
field and 137 cluster S0s). Reassuringly, we find that the application
of such an inclination i cut (i < 60◦, q > 0.5) has no effect on the
overall significance of our results or our conclusions.

3 PRO FI LE FI TTI NG

For each galaxy in our field and cluster sample, we use the IRAF

task ellipse4 in order to obtain azimuthally averaged radial sur-
face brightness μ(r) profiles from the STAGES HST/ACS V-band
imaging. The ACS images used include the sky background and
the necessary sky subtraction is performed after profile fitting (see
Section 3.1).

We run ellipse using bad pixel masks that remove all sources of
contamination from our isophotal fits, e.g. background/companion
galaxies and foreground stars (everything not associated with the
galaxy itself). In this work, we use the bad pixel masks of Gray
et al. (2009) but also apply some additional manual masking. Gray
et al. (2009) use the data pipeline ‘Galaxy Analysis over Large
Areas: Parameter Assessment by GALFITting Objects from
SEXTRACTOR’ (GALAPAGOS; Barden et al. 2012) to extract source
galaxies from the STAGES HST/ACS V-band imaging and fit Sérsic
(1968) μ(r) models to each galaxy image using the GALFIT code
(Peng et al. 2002). Bad pixel masks are automatically generated by
GALAPAGOS for each galaxy image and in most cases the compan-
ion galaxies are completely masked out. However, occasionally in

4 STSDAS package – version 2.12.2
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crowded regions GALFIT performs multi-object fitting and therefore
the companion galaxies in these cases are not removed by the bad
pixel masks as they are too close to the subject galaxy. In these cases
(three field and 27 cluster, ∼10 per cent), we remove the companion
galaxies from the ACS image by the subtraction of their GALFIT sur-
face brightness model. The residuals of these companion galaxies
are not expected to have any significant effect on the azimuthally
averaged radial μ profile for the subject galaxy. However, we still
modify the bad pixel masks of Gray et al. (2009) by applying some
additional manual masking in order to remove these residual fea-
tures and also some low surface brightness objects not detected by
the GALAPAGOS pipeline.

Using a similar procedure to previous works (Pohlen & Trujillo
2006; Erwin et al. 2008; Maltby et al. 2012a), we fit two different
sets of ellipses to each galaxy image.5 The first is a free-parameter
fit (fixed centre, free ellipticity e and position angle PA) and tends
to follow morphological features such as bars and rings. Conse-
quently, these free fits are not suitable for the characterization of the
underlying stellar disc studied in this paper. However, their e(r) and
PA(r) radial profiles may be used to determine the e and PA of the
outer stellar disc component. This was achieved using an estimate
for the semimajor axis of the end of the stellar disc adisc lim (where
the galaxy surface brightness enters the background noise) obtained
from a visual inspection of the ACS image. A fixed-parameter fit
(fixed centre, e and PA using the e and PA determined for the outer
disc) is then used to produce our final measured μ(r) profiles. Dur-
ing these fixed-parameter fits, four iterations of a 3σ rejection are
applied to deviant points below and above the average in order to
smooth some of the bumps in the surface brightness profiles that
are due to non-axisymmetric features, i.e. not part of the disc (e.g.
star-forming regions and supernovae). The necessary sky subtrac-
tion is then performed using the sky level estimates of Gray et al.
(2009) generated by the GALAPAGOS pipeline (see Section 3.1).

All our S0 μ(r) profiles are then corrected for Galactic foreground
extinction, individual galaxy inclination i and surface brightness
dimming (the μ profiles of our field galaxies, 0.05 < zphot < 0.30,
are corrected to the redshift of the cluster zcl = 0.167). Full details of
the fitting procedure (performed on a different sample of galaxies),
subsequent photometric calibration and an estimation of the error
in the sky subtraction can be found in Maltby et al. (2012a).

3.1 Sky subtraction

During the GALFIT Sérsic model fitting performed by the GALAPAGOS

pipeline (Gray et al. 2009), the sky level is calculated individually
for each source galaxy by evaluating a flux growth curve and using
the full science frame. In this paper, for each sample galaxy we
use the sky level determined by GALAPAGOS (skygal) for our sky
subtraction. The 1σ error in this sky subtraction is ±0.18 counts
(see Maltby et al. 2012a).

For our μ(r) profiles, the error in the sky subtraction dominates
over the individual errors produced by ellipse in the fitting process.
At μ < 25 mag arcsec−2, the fit error dominates over the error in
the sky subtraction but has a negligible effect on the μ(r) profile.
However, at μ > 25 mag arcsec−2 the sky subtraction error domi-
nates the error in the μ(r) profile. The sky subtraction error can have
a significant effect on the μ(r) profile of the S0 galaxies, especially

5 Note: all our isophotal fits use logarithmic radial sampling (steps – 0.03
dex) and a fixed isophotal centre (galaxy centre) determined from the GALFIT

Sérsic model (Gray et al. 2009).

in the outer regions where the surface brightness μ approaches
that of the sky background. However, for any particular galaxy the
global sky subtraction error is approximately constant across the
length of the μ(r) profile. Therefore, we can specify the error in our
μ(r) profiles by generating profiles for when the sky background is
oversubtracted and undersubtracted by ±1σ .

The ±1σ error in the sky background corresponds to a critical sur-
face brightness limit μcrit below which the sky subtracted μ(r) pro-
file of a galaxy becomes unreliable. This critical surface brightness
μcrit is approximately 27.7 mag arcsec−2. We also define a limiting
surface brightness μlim, corresponding to a ±3σ sky error, below
which identifying profile breaks becomes unreliable. The limiting
surface brightness μlim is approximately 26.5 mag arcsec−2.

3.2 Reliability of the GALAPAGOS sky background

An initial inspection of our S0 μ(r) profiles revealed two key obser-
vations: (i) many cases exhibiting significant curvature throughout
the μ(r) profile; and (ii) a distinct lack of truncations (type II fea-
tures). We wanted to ensure that these observations were not just
the manifestation of a sky subtraction problem, causing the sky
to be either oversubtracted or undersubtracted in our μ(r) profiles.
Therefore, we assess the reliability of our sky subtraction by the
comparison of our GALAPAGOS sky values skygal with an additional
rough estimate for the sky background skyest.

For each S0 galaxy, we obtain this sky estimate skyest by using
pixels obtained from the four corners of the galaxy ACS image
(postage stamp). The sizes of these ACS postage stamps are vari-
able and were designed to optimally contain the galaxy during the
STAGES GALFIT model fits (see Gray et al. 2009, for full details).6

Consequently, in sampling the corners of the postage stamp we have
a reasonable expectation of probing the actual sky background.
These corner pixels were selected using quarter-circle wedges of
side equal to 5 per cent of the smallest image dimension. We then
apply our bad pixel masks to ensure only ‘dark’ pixels are used
and obtain the mean pixel value 〈ne〉 in each wedge. The corner-
to-corner rms in these mean pixel values σ〈ne〉 is then calculated in
order to determine if there is any large-scale variation in the sky level
across the galaxy image. In the vast majority of cases (>90 per cent),
σ〈ne〉 < 1 count (count ≡ ACS pixel values). Finally, we obtain our
sky estimate skyest by calculating the weighted mean of 〈ne〉 from
the four corners of the image

skyest =
4∑

i=1

wi〈ne〉i . (2)

The weight factor wi is necessary due to the bad pixel masking and
is given by

wi = Ni:total − Ni:masked∑4
i=1 Ni:total − Ni:masked

, (3)

where Ni: masked is the number of flagged pixels and Ni: total is the
total number of pixels in the respective corner wedge.

In the vast majority of cases (>90 per cent), the agreement be-
tween the GALAPAGOS sky level skygal and our rough sky estimate
skyest was very good (|�sky| < 0.5 counts, where �sky = skyest −
skygal). Furthermore, in ∼50 per cent of cases the agreement
was within the ±1σ error in skygal (|�sky| < 0.18 counts; see

6 Note: the size of the postage stamps are a multiple (2.5 times) of the Kron
(1980) radius, and therefore by definition contain ≥95 per cent of the subject
galaxy’s light (Barden et al. 2012).
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1511

Figure 3. An evaluation of the sky subtraction for our S0 galaxies. Left-hand panels: a plot of the final surface brightness reached by the isophotal fit
μ(r → ∞) against the difference in our two sky values �sky (top) and the corner-to-corner rms in the mean sky value for each galaxy image σ〈ne〉 (bottom).
Right-hand panels: a similar evaluation for the spiral galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012a). Respective sample sizes are shown in the legends.

Section 3.1). However, we need to ensure that any difference in
these two sky values (�sky), or indeed any variation in the sky
level across the ACS image (σ〈ne〉), will not lead to a significant
oversubtraction or undersubtraction of the sky in our S0 μ(r) pro-
files and e.g. cause general curvature in the outer regions.

To address this issue, we compare �sky and σ〈ne〉 with the final
mean surface brightness reached by the galaxy μ(r) profile μr → ∞
(see Fig. 3). In general, μr → ∞ is taken to be the mean μ after the
oversubtracted μ(r) profile (−1σ sky) drops below the μcrit level.7

The difference between μr → ∞ and μcrit (1σ above the sky) is a
measure of the quality of the sky subtraction. Ideally μr → ∞ > μcrit,
but this is not always the case due to measurement errors in the sky
background. In reality, the sky subtraction is only suspect if μr → ∞
approaches the μlim level (3σ above the sky). In the few cases
where μr → ∞ < μlim, projection effects or nearby stars are known
to have affected the measured μ(r) and are flagged in our analysis.
If a large potential sky error (large �sky) or a large sky variation
(large σ〈ne〉) were causing a significant error in our sky subtraction,
one would expect a correlation between μr → ∞ and either �sky or
σ〈ne〉, respectively. However, no such correlations are observed (see
Fig. 3). These results suggest that cases where μr → ∞ approaches
the μlim level are not the consequence of a small measurement error
in our GALAPAGOS sky background or small variations in the sky level
across the ACS image. Therefore, we conclude that our GALAPAGOS

sky values are robust and that any small sky errors are not likely to
affect the outcome of this study.

7 Note: in the ∼5 per cent of cases where the oversubtracted μ(r) does not
drop below the μcrit level, we use the mean μ after the declining μ(r) profile
levels off (i.e. enters the sky background).

To further validate this result, we perform the same tests using
the sample of spiral galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012a), where no
sky subtraction problems were suspected. Reassuringly, the distri-
butions of μr → ∞ with �sky and σ〈ne〉 for these spiral galaxies are
essentially the same as for our S0s (see Fig. 3). Therefore, we can
conclude that the GALAPAGOS sky values are adequate for this study,
and that the general curvature and lack of truncations observed
in our S0 μ(r) profiles appear not to be a manifestation of a sky
subtraction error and are a real feature of our S0 galaxies.

4 PRO FI LE CLASSI FI CATI ON

4.1 Profile inspection

For each S0 galaxy in our field and cluster sample, the azimuthally
averaged radial surface brightness μ(r) profile was visually in-
spected in order to identify potential profile breaks (inflection points
in the exponential region of the μ profile). Due to the subjective na-
ture of some profile classifications, this inspection was carried out
by three independent assessors (DTM, AAS, MEG). Four possi-
ble cases were considered: (i) a simple exponential profile with no
break; (ii) a single broken exponential either down-bending or up-
bending; (iii) cases with two profile breaks and (iv) no discernible
exponential component (i.e. general curvature throughout the μ

profile). In each case, break identification relates to the outer disc
component of the galaxy μ(r) profile and does not consider the inner
varying bulge component. We do not trust breaks with a break sur-
face brightness μbrk fainter than the μlim level (26.5 mag arcsec−2,
3σ above the sky), as this is where break identification becomes
unreliable due to the deviation of the μ(r) profiles generated by
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1512 D. T. Maltby et al.

oversubtracting and undersubtracting the sky by ±1σ . We therefore
restrict our analysis to μ breaks that have μbrk < 26.5 mag arcsec−2.

In this work, we follow the same procedure as Maltby et al.
(2012a) for the identification of our μ profile breaks. Therefore, our
break identification is based solely on the μ(r) profiles and without
direct inspection of the ACS images. As with Maltby et al. (2012a),
we have chosen not to relate the μ(r) breaks to visually identified
structural features because we wanted a break identification method
that treated all galaxies equally, in a self-consistent manner and
avoided the prejudice that image inspection could introduce. In
addition to this, the aims of this work are to explore the effect of the
galaxy environment on the structure of S0 galactic discs, regardless
of the origins of any identified structural features. Note however,
that although we use the same procedure as Maltby et al. (2012a) to
identify breaks, we do not adopt their classification scheme (based
on μbrk > 24 mag arcsec−2) and use the standard scheme based on
the entire disc component (see Section 4.2).

If a μ profile break was identified, the radial limits of exponential
regions either side of the break radius rbrk were also estimated. For
the inner exponential, the inner boundary is manually selected to
avoid the region dominated by the bulge component. For the outer
exponential, the outer boundary is generally taken to be where the
μ(r) profile reaches the critical surface brightness μcrit (1σ above the
sky) but may be at a higher μ depending on the nature of the profile.
A small manually selected transition region (non-exponential) is
allowed between the exponential regions either side of the break.
The break radius rbrk is defined as the mean radius of the two radial
limits for this transition region.

The distributions of break surface brightness μbrk [μ(rbrk)] for
the breaks identified by the three assessors are shown in Fig. 4.
The μbrk distributions for both one and two break cases are similar

for each assessor. However, due to the subjective nature of some
galaxy profile classifications, the number of galaxies with either no,
one, or two breaks, varies subtly between the different assessors.
To account for this, in what follows we perform parallel analysis on
the breaks identified by each assessor and compare the final results.

4.2 Profile types

We classify our S0 galaxies into four main types: those classified
to be type I, type II, or type III depending on break features in
their stellar disc; and type c – cases with no significant exponential
component (general curvature). If the galaxy has a single exponen-
tial μ(r) profile with no break, it is classified as type I. If the μ(r)
profile has a down-bending break, then the galaxy has a stellar disc
truncation and is classified as type II. If the μ(r) profile has an up-
bending break, then the galaxy has an antitruncation in the stellar
disc and is classified as type III. However, if the μ(r) profile has no
discernible exponential component (general curvature throughout),
then the galaxy is classified as type c. Note that this classification
scheme is based on the entire disc component and not on the outer
disc (μ > 24 mag arcsec−2) as in Maltby et al. (2012a).

This classification assumes only one μ(r) break at most in the
stellar disc. This is the case for ∼95 per cent of our field and cluster
S0 galaxies (see Fig. 4). In this study, we wish to consider the effect
of the galaxy environment on the outer regions of S0 stellar discs.
Therefore, if two breaks are present, the outer break is used for
classification as any effect of the environment should be stronger in
the outer, fainter and more fragile break. Examples of each profile
type (type I, II, III and type c) are shown in Fig. 5 along with their
ACS images showing the break radius rbrk isophote.

Figure 4. The distribution of break surface brightness μbrk for our S0 galaxies. The surface brightness at the break radius μbrk for field (top row) and cluster
(bottom row) S0 galaxies as determined by DTM (left-hand column), AAS (centre column) and MEG (right-hand column). The distributions show galaxies
with one break (grey shaded area), and both the inner (red line) and outer break (blue dashed line) of galaxies with two breaks. Respective sample sizes are
shown in the legends. Systematic errors in μbrk due to the error in the sky subtraction are <0.25 mag arcsec−2. Contamination of the cluster sample by the field
is <25 per cent. Due to the subjective nature of some galaxy profile classifications, the number of galaxies with either one or two breaks varies subtly between
the different assessors.
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1513

Figure 5. Examples of each class of S0 profile (DTM classification). Top to bottom: type I, type II, type III and type c (no discernible exponential component,
i.e. general curvature). Left-hand panels: ACS V-band images. Right-hand panels: azimuthally averaged V-band radial surface brightness profiles. We overplot
the break radii where applicable (red solid lines) and the stellar disc limit adisc lim (a visual estimate of the end of the stellar disc, black dashed line). The inner
and outer scalelength, hin and hout, respectively, and the break strength T are also shown for reference. Errors in the μ(r) profiles are for an oversubtraction and
an undersubtraction of the sky by 1σ . The μcrit/μlim levels represent +1σ /+3σ above the sky, respectively. The ACS images are in a logarithmic grey-scale.
Note that in our samples, type II S0 profiles are very rare (<5 per cent).
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1514 D. T. Maltby et al.

4.3 Measuring scalelength and break strength

In the following section, we obtain our exponential fits by using a
linear least-squares fit to the original μ(r) profile between the radial
limits identified during the visual inspection (see Section 4.1).

For S0 galaxies with no μ(r) profile break in their disc component
(type I, pure exponentials), we obtain the disc scalelength h from a
simple exponential fit across the length of the disc component

h = 1.086 × �r/�μfit(r), (4)

where μfit is the surface brightness from the exponential fit. For
these galaxies, the mean random error in scalelength due to the
exponential fitting routine is <10 per cent and the mean systematic
error in scalelength due to the error in the sky subtraction ±1σ (see
Section 3.1) is also <10 per cent.

For S0 galaxies where a μ(r) profile break was observed (type
II/III), we obtain the inner/outer scalelength h from exponential fits
to the stellar disc either side of the break radius rbrk. The inner
exponential disc extends from a radius of rin,min to rin,max and has a
scalelength hin given by

hin = 1.086 × rin,max − rin,min

μfit(rin,max) − μfit(rin,min)
. (5)

Similarly, the outer exponential disc extends from a radius of rout, min

to rout, max and has a scalelength hout given by

hout = 1.086 × rout,max − rout,min

μfit(rout,max) − μfit(rout,min)
. (6)

For these galaxies, the mean random error in scalelength due to the
exponential fitting routine is <10 per cent for hin and <20 per cent
for hout.

In the outer regions of the surface brightness profile, negative
sky-subtracted flux can occur. As surface brightness μ cannot be
defined for a negative flux, these points are removed from our linear
exponential fits to the μ(r) profile. However, the removal of these
negative fluxes is not expected to introduce any bias on our scale-
length h measurements (Maltby et al. 2012a). Some example μ(r)

profiles with fitted exponential regions and overplotted break radii
are shown in Fig. 5. The ACS images and μ(r) profiles for all our
S0 galaxies are presented in Appendix A (online version only).

In order to measure the strength of our type II/III profile breaks,
we define a break strength T as the logarithm of the outer-to-inner
scalelength ratio,

T = log10 hout/hin. (7)

A type I galaxy (pure exponential) has no break and therefore has
a break strength of T = 0. A type II galaxy (down-bending break,
truncation) has a smaller outer scalelength hout with respect to its
inner scalelength hin, and therefore has a negative break strength
(T < 0). Similarly, a type III galaxy (up-bending break, antitrun-
cation) has a larger outer scalelength hout with respect to its inner
scalelength hin, and therefore has a positive break strength (T > 0).
For our S0 galaxy samples, the mean random error in T due to the
exponential fitting routine is ∼±0.1 (<20 per cent) and the mean
systematic error in T due to the sky subtraction error is also ∼±0.1.

In this study, the majority of our field S0s have a redshift z ∼ 0.23
while our cluster S0s have z ∼ 0.167. However, evolutionary ef-
fects are not expected to have a significant impact on our results. The
break strength T of our field galaxies show no correlation with red-
shift and evolutionary effects on the disc scalelength h between the
mean redshifts of our field and cluster samples are only ∼5 per cent
(based on the fits of Buitrago et al. 2008, for the expected size
evolution of massive disc galaxies).

5 R ESULTS

The frequencies of the profile classifications by each assessor
(DTM, AAS, MEG) for S0 galaxies in the field and cluster envi-
ronments are shown in Table 2. Profile frequencies are also shown
for the low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample (see Section 2.2).
These profile classifications are based on single disc breaks only
and in multiple break cases the outer break is used for classifica-
tion. The 1σ uncertainty in the frequency/fraction of profile types

Table 2. The frequency of profile types for S0 galaxies in the field and cluster environments and for the three independent assessors (DTM, AAS,
MEG). Profile frequencies are also shown for the low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample. Percentage errors are calculated using equation (8).

Assessor Disc profile types Curvature Unclassified
Type I Type II Type III Type c

Field S0 galaxies
DTM 18 (30 ± 6 per cent) 1 (2 +3

−1 per cent) 34 (57 ± 6 per cent) 5 (8 +4
−3 per cent) 2 (3 +3

−2 per cent)

AAS 18 (30 ± 6 per cent) 0 (0 + 2 per cent) 29 (48 ± 6 per cent) 13 (22 +6
−5 per cent) 0 (0 + 2 per cent)

MEG 17 (28 +6
−5 per cent) 0 (0 + 2 per cent) 26 (43 ± 6 per cent) 14 (23 +6

−5 per cent) 3 (5 +4
−2 per cent)

Cluster S0 galaxies
DTM 43 (20 ± 3 per cent) 8 (4 +2

−1 per cent) 122 (56 ± 3 per cent) 37 (17 +3
−2 per cent) 6 (3 ± 1 per cent)

AAS 58 (27 ± 3 per cent) 5 (2 ± 1 per cent) 109 (50 ± 3 per cent) 41 (19 ± 3 per cent) 3 (1 ± 1 per cent)

MEG 56 (26 ± 3 per cent) 2 (1 ± 1 per cent) 77 (36 ± 3 per cent) 68 (31 ± 3 per cent) 13 (6 +2
−1 per cent)

Field S0 galaxies (q > 0.5)
DTM 11 (31 +8

−7 per cent) 1 (3 +4
−2 per cent) 20 (56 ± 8 per cent) 3 (8 +6

−4 per cent) 1 (3 +4
−2 per cent)

AAS 13 (36 +8
−7 per cent) 0 (0 + 3 per cent) 14 (39 ± 8 per cent) 9 (25 +8

−6 per cent) 0 (0 + 3 per cent)

MEG 14 (39 ± 8 per cent) 0 (0 + 3 per cent) 13 (36 +8
−7 per cent) 8 (22 +8

−6 per cent) 1 (3 +4
−2 per cent)

Cluster S0 galaxies (q > 0.5)
DTM 37 (27 ± 4 per cent) 6 (4 +2

−1 per cent) 71 (52 ± 4 per cent) 17 (12 ± 3 per cent) 6 (4 +2
−1 per cent)

AAS 47 (34 ± 4 per cent) 3 (2 +2
−1 per cent) 60 (44 ± 4 per cent) 24 (18 ± 3 per cent) 3 (2 +2

−1 per cent)

MEG 45 (33 ± 4 per cent) 2 (1 ± 1 per cent) 40 (29 ± 4 per cent) 38 (28 ± 4 per cent) 12 (9 +3
−2 per cent)
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1515

δfi (fi = Ni/Ntot) is determined using the Wilson (1927) binomial
confidence interval

fi ± δfi = Ni + κ2/2

Ntot + κ2
± κ

√
Ntot

Ntot + κ2

√
fi(1 − fi) + κ2

4Ntot
, (8)

where κ is the 100(1 − α/2)th percentile of a standard normal dis-
tribution (α being the error percentile corresponding to the 1σ level;
see Brown, Cai & DasGupta 2001, for further details).

Due to the subjective nature of some profile classifications, the
frequency obtained for each profile type varies subtly between the
different assessors. The agreement between the assessors is gener-
ally very good, especially for type I and II profiles. However, the
agreement is slightly weaker for the frequencies of type III and type
c (non-exponential) profiles due to the increased level of subjectivity
involved in differentiating between these two profile types.

The frequencies of the profile types (type I, II and III) are ap-
proximately the same in the field and cluster environments. For both
field and cluster S0s, ∼25 per cent have a simple exponential pro-
file (type I), <5 per cent exhibit a down-bending break (truncation,
type II) and ∼50 per cent exhibit an up-bending break (antitrun-
cation, type III).8 The frequency of profiles with no discernible
exponential component (i.e. general curvature, type c) is also ap-
proximately the same in the field and cluster environments and
is ∼20 per cent. Restricting our analysis to low-inclination systems
(i < 60◦, q > 0.5) affects our profile fractions by ∼5 per cent but
has no effect on our conclusions (see Table 2). These results suggest
that the profile type of S0 galaxies is not significantly affected by
the galaxy environment from the general field to the intermediate
densities of the STAGES A901/2 clusters.

5.1 The absence of S0 type II profiles

The distinct lack of disc truncations (type II profiles) in both our
field and cluster S0s is of particular interest. Type II profiles are
very common in spiral galaxies, occurring in approximately 40–
60 per cent of cases (Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Erwin et al. 2008;
Gutiérrez et al. 2011). Therefore, it seems whatever process trans-
forms spiral galaxies into S0s may well erase these truncations
from their μ(r) profiles. This result is in partial agreement with
a similar result reported recently by Erwin et al. (2012). Using a
sample of ∼70 field and cluster S0 galaxies, Erwin et al. (2012)
find no type II S0s in the cluster environment but a type II fraction
of ∼30 per cent for their field S0s. Therefore, our type II S0 frac-
tions are in perfect agreement with Erwin et al. (2012) for the cluster
environment, but differ significantly for the field. The origin of this
disagreement is uncertain but may be related to the low fraction of
barred S0s in our field sample (see Table 1).

In order to explore this issue, it is important to note that type II
profiles can be further classified into two main sub-types depending
on their potential origin – type II-CT and type II-OLR (Pohlen
& Trujillo 2006; Erwin et al. 2008). Type-II-CT profiles (classical
truncations) are cases where the truncation appears to be related
to a radial star formation threshold, whereas type II-OLR profiles
are cases where the presence of a bar appears to have introduced
a type II feature related to the outer Lindblad resonance (OLR). In

8 Note: in Section 7.2, we find that a significant fraction of our type III
S0 profiles (up to ∼50 per cent) may actually be related to light from an
extended bulge component and not an antitruncated stellar disc.

our field sample, the bar fraction is only ∼10 per cent (see Table 1).
This contrasts with a field bar fraction of >50 per cent in Erwin
et al. (2012). Consequently, the lower fraction of barred S0s (and
hence type II-OLR profiles) in our field sample could easily be the
origin of the observed differences between our results and those of
Erwin et al. (2012).

An explanation for the lack of type II profiles in our S0s can
be hypothesized by considering their potential origin. For classical
truncations (type II-CT), current theories suggest that their forma-
tion is via a radial star formation threshold and the outward scatter-
ing of inner disc stars to regions beyond this threshold (i.e. break
radius rbrk; e.g. Debattista et al. 2006). In these cases, the outer disc
should be populated by old stars as these are the ones that have
had enough time to make the disc migration. The discovery that
the stellar mass surface density 
M∗ (r) profiles of late-type type II
galaxies tend to be purely exponential (Bakos et al. 2008; Martı́nez-
Serrano et al. 2009) supports this scenario and suggests that type II
μ(r) breaks are not related to the stellar mass distribution but due
to a radial change in the age of the stellar population. Assuming
this formation scenario, and an inside–out growth for the inner disc
[i.e. negative age(r) gradient], when star formation is suppressed
throughout the galaxy (e.g. via gas stripping) the age of the stellar
population in the ‘break region’ will gradually increase. As a result,
the relative difference in stellar population age between the break
region and inner/outer discs will decrease and the mass-to-light ra-
tio (M/L) across the μ(r) break will converge. Consequently, the
μ break will get weaker and may even disappear. For type II-OLR
profiles, the μ break is expected to be related to a resonance phe-
nomenon and therefore the above scenario does not hold. However,
Erwin et al. (2012) suggest that the depletion/removal of gas from a
barred galaxy would cause a weakening of the OLR effect and may
weaken or remove the type II-OLR break from the μ(r) profile.
Considering these theories, and since spiral galaxies are thought
to transform into S0s via the depletion/removal of gas and the
subsequent termination of star formation (e.g. Aragón-Salamanca,
Bedregal & Merrifield 2006), it seems natural to expect type II μ(r)
breaks to be weaker/rarer in S0s compared to spiral galaxies.

5.2 S0: pure exponential discs (type I)

For S0s where no μ(r) break was identified (type I), we compare
the scalelength h distributions in the field and cluster environments
to see whether there is any evidence for an environmental depen-
dence on the scalelength h (see Fig. 6). In these comparisons, our
scalelengths h were transformed into intrinsic linear scales using
the fixed cluster redshift (zcl = 0.167) for our cluster S0s and the
COMBO-17 photo-z estimate for our field S0s. Therefore, photo-
z errors only propagate into the intrinsic scalelengths of our field
galaxies and not our cluster galaxies. The mean error in h associated
with this photo-z error is <10 per cent (i.e. the error in the distance
to the galaxy; Maltby et al. 2010).

For our μ(r) profiles, the error in the sky background (see
Section 3.1) can have a significant effect on both our scalelength
h and break strength T measurements, especially at large radii
where the μ(r) profile approaches the critical surface brightness
μcrit (27.7 mag arcsec−2, 1σ above the sky). However, for any par-
ticular galaxy, the sky subtraction error can be taken to be approxi-
mately constant across the length of the μ(r) profile. Therefore, we
can account for this error by performing parallel analyses for when
the sky background is oversubtracted and undersubtracted by ±1σ

(±0.18 counts). For our type I S0s, the mean error in h due to the sky
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1516 D. T. Maltby et al.

Figure 6. Comparing type I disc scalelength h distributions in different environments for S0 galaxies (full sample). Top row: scalelength h distributions for type
I S0 galaxies in the field (blue line) and cluster (red dashed line) environment as classified by DTM (left-hand panel), AAS (centre panel) and MEG (right-hand
panel). Bottom row: the corresponding scalelength h CDFs showing the probability p that compared samples are not drawn from the same continuous h
distributions in the bottom right of each plot. Respective sample sizes are shown in the legends. Random errors in scalelength are typically <10 per cent.
Systematic errors in scalelength due to the error in the sky subtraction are also typically <10 per cent. Contamination of the cluster sample by the field
is <25 per cent. We find no significant difference between the CDFs in each environment and no evidence to suggest that the scalelengths h of our type I S0
galaxies are not drawn from the same continuous h distributions.

subtraction error is ∼ ±0.3 kpc (<10 per cent). Random errors in h
due to the exponential fitting routine are also typically <10 per cent
(see Section 4.3). We also perform parallel analyses on the type I
samples generated by the three assessors (DTM, AAS, MEG) in or-
der to account for the subjective nature of the profile classifications
and compare the final results.

In all cases (all parallel analyses), we observe no clear difference
between the distributions of scalelength h for our type I S0s in the
field and cluster environments (see Fig. 6). This is also the case
when considering only the low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample.
In order to test the significance of these results, we construct scale-
length h cumulative distribution functions (CDFs, see Fig. 6) for our
type I S0 samples and perform Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) tests
between corresponding samples from the field and cluster environ-
ments. These K–S tests are used in order to obtain the probability
p(field/cluster) that the field and cluster type I S0 samples are not drawn
from the same continuous h distributions. The results of these K–S
tests, for both the full S0 sample and the low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5)
S0 sub-sample, are shown in Table 3.

In this study, we only consider an environmental effect on the
type I scalelength h to be significant if K–S tests yield a 2σ level
probability for p(field/cluster). However, p(field/cluster) is below the 2σ

level for each assessor and for when the sky background is over-
subtracted and undersubtracted by ±1σ (see Table 3). This is also
the case for the low-axis-ratio S0 sub-sample. Therefore, we find
no evidence to suggest that the disc scalelength h of our type I S0s
is dependent on the galaxy environment. This result is also robust
to the error in the sky subtraction and the subjective nature of the
profile classifications.

5.3 S0: broken exponential discs (type II/III)

For S0 galaxies where a μ(r) break was identified9 (type II/III),
we compare the break surface brightness μbrk and break strength T
distributions in the field and cluster environments. These compar-
isons are presented in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, respectively.

5.3.1 Break surface brightness μbrk

Certain physical processes inherent to galaxy evolution and related
to the galaxy environment could potentially affect the position of
μ(r) breaks. For example, in the cluster environment, tidal/ram-
pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972; Faber 1973) could remove
gas from the stellar disc, causing star formation to cease in the
outer regions as the gas density drops below the star-formation
threshold. This would cause the outer regions to gradually fade as
the stellar population ages. For classical truncations (type II-CT),
gas (and hence star formation) is not expected to occur beyond the
break radius rbrk (see Section 5.1); and therefore such gas processes
should only act on the inner disc. This may result in μbrk (i.e. the
end of the star-forming inner disc) evolving to a slightly brighter
μ in the cluster environment. However, for type III profiles the
outer disc is thought to form via the displacement of disc stars
in a minor merger (e.g. Younger et al. 2007); and therefore gas
(and star formation) may still be prevalent beyond rbrk. In these

9 Note: if two μ(r) breaks are identified in any one galaxy, the outer break
is used in the analysis.
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1517

Table 3. The K–S test results for type I and type III S0s as classified by DTM, AAS
and MEG. Results are also shown for the low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample. K–S
tests give the probability p(field/cluster) that the respective field and cluster samples are
not drawn from the same h distributions for type I S0s and μbrk/T distributions for type
III S0s. Results are also shown for when the sky is oversubtracted and undersubtracted
by ±1σ . We find no environmental dependence on the structural properties of the stellar
disc (h, μbrk, T) in our S0 galaxies.

S0 sample S0 sub-sample (q > 0.5)
p(field/cluster) p(field/cluster)

Sky subtraction Under Nominal Over Under Nominal Over
(−1σ ) (+1σ ) (−1σ ) (+1σ )

S0: type I (h)
DTM 0.811 0.817 0.822 0.572 0.572 0.787
AAS 0.755 0.719 0.804 0.370 0.327 0.344
MEG 0.589 0.699 0.621 0.566 0.497 0.383

S0: type III (μbrk)
DTM 0.536 0.504 0.682 0.589 0.398 0.352
AAS 0.099 0.206 0.121 0.523 0.477 0.222
MEG 0.902 0.812 0.937 0.983 0.984 0.981

S0: type III (T)
DTM 0.732 0.226 0.357 0.226 0.062 0.331
AAS 0.909 0.864 0.436 0.523 0.381 0.551
MEG 0.925 0.821 0.154 0.877 0.761 0.083

cases, cluster processes (e.g. ram-pressure stripping) may result
in a general fading across the break and cause μbrk to evolve to
a fainter μ in the cluster environment (although the exact effect
will be dependent on the relative fading of the inner and outer
discs). These are just two possible scenarios (there may be many
others), and illustrate the potential for an effect of the environment
on break surface brightness μbrk. Consequently, the comparison of
μbrk distributions for type II/III galaxies could provide some insight
into the effect of the galaxy environment on galactic discs.

Therefore, for S0 galaxies where a type II/III μ(r) break was
identified, we compare the break surface brightness μbrk distribu-
tions in the field and cluster environments in order to see if there
is any evidence for an environmental dependence on μbrk. How-
ever, in such comparisons, it is important to remember that type II
breaks generally occur at a brighter μbrk than type III breaks and
that environmental processes may affect these breaks in different
ways. Therefore, in order to ensure our S0 μbrk comparisons are
fair, we only compare the μbrk distributions for our field/cluster S0
type III galaxies (see Fig. 7). Note that we cannot compare the μbrk

distributions for type II profiles since they are very rare in our S0
galaxies (see Table 2). Analogous parallel analyses and statistical
tests are performed as in our type I profile analysis (see Section 5.2)
and the results of the K–S tests, for both the full S0 sample and the
low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample, are shown in Table 3.

For our type III S0 galaxies, in all cases (all assessor samples
and sky versions), we observe no significant difference between
the μbrk distributions in the field and cluster environments. The
probability p(field/cluster) is below the 2σ level in each case. For our
S0 (q > 0.5) sub-sample, in a few cases the probability p(field/cluster)

is above the 2σ level (MEG results, see Table 3). However, this
result is not consistent between the different assessors (i.e. robust
to the subjective nature of the profile classifications). Therefore, we
conclude that there is no evidence to suggest that the break surface
brightness μbrk of our S0s is dependent on the galaxy environment.
However, we stress that this result may suffer from low number
statistics and a larger field sample may yield different results. We
also note that for our type III S0 galaxies, a significant fraction (up

to ∼50 per cent) may actually be related to light from an extended
bulge component and not due to an antitruncated stellar disc (see
Section 7.2). In such cases, the suppression of star formation in the
disc may cause μbrk to evolve to a brighter μ. This is due to the
inner star-forming disc fading more quickly than the old extended
bulge component (r > rbrk), once star formation has ceased. This
could potentially mask an environmental effect in our type III μbrk

comparisons. We shall return to this issue in Section 6.4.1.
For our type III S0s, we also perform an analogous comparison

using the break radius rbrk distributions in the field and cluster
environments (rbrk in units of the effective radius of the GALFIT

Sérsic model). As with our μbrk analysis, we find no significant
difference between the rbrk distributions of our type III S0s in the
field and cluster environments. However, we note that the Sérsic
effective radius is not an ideal unit to measure the break radius
rbrk and a non-parametrized effective radius may yield more robust
results.

5.3.2 Break strength T

For our type III S0s, we also compare the break strength T distri-
butions in the field and cluster environments in order to see if there
is any evidence for an environmental dependence on break strength
T (see Fig. 8). Note that we only compare the T distributions for
our type III S0s since (i) the effect of environment may be different
for type II/III profiles; and (ii) type II profiles are very rare in our
S0 galaxies. Similar parallel analyses and statistical tests are also
carried out as in our S0 type I profile analysis (Section 5.2). The
mean error in T due to the sky subtraction error is ±0.1 and random
errors in T due to exponential fitting routine are also typically ±0.1
(see Section 4.3). The results of the K–S tests, for both the full S0
sample and the low-axis-ratio (q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample, are shown
in Table 3.

In all cases (all assessor samples and sky versions), we observe
no significant difference between the break strength T distributions
in the field and cluster environments. The probability p(field/cluster)
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1518 D. T. Maltby et al.

Figure 7. Comparing break surface brightness μbrk distributions in different environments for type III S0 galaxies (full sample). Format as in Fig. 6. Respective
sample sizes are shown in the legends. Contamination of the cluster sample by the field is <25 per cent. We find no significant difference between the CDFs in
each environment and no evidence to suggest that the μbrk of our type III S0s are not drawn from the same continuous μbrk distributions.

Figure 8. Comparing break strength T (log10 hout/hin) distributions in different environments for type III S0 galaxies (full sample). Format as in Fig. 6.
Respective sample sizes are shown in the legends. Random errors in T are typically <0.1. Systematic errors in T due to the error in the sky subtraction are
also ∼±0.1. Contamination of the cluster sample by the field is <25 per cent. We find no significant difference between the CDFs in each environment and no
evidence to suggest that the break strengths T of our type III S0s are not drawn from the same continuous T distributions.
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1519

is below the 2σ level in each case. Therefore, we find no evidence
to suggest that the break strength T of our type III S0 galaxies is
dependent on the galaxy environment. This result is also robust to
the error in the sky subtraction and the subjective nature of the
profile classifications.

6 T H E S T RU C T U R E O F G A L AC T I C D I S C S IN
SPIRAL AND S0 GALAXIES

In this study, we have so far explored the effect of the galaxy environ-
ment on the structure of galactic discs in STAGES S0 galaxies. This
work is analogous to our companion study (Maltby et al. 2012a),
which explores the effect of the galaxy environment on the struc-
ture of galactic discs in STAGES spiral galaxies. For spiral galaxies,
Maltby et al. (2012a) found no evidence to suggest that their μ(r)
profiles were affected by the galaxy environment. Both the scale-
length h and break strength T of their spiral galaxies showed no
evidence for an environmental dependence from the general field
to the intermediate galaxy densities probed by the STAGES survey.
Therefore, our conclusion that there is no evidence for an effect
of the galaxy environment on the structure of S0 galactic discs is
in qualitative agreement with the conclusions presented in Maltby
et al. (2012a) for spiral galaxies.

In this section, we compare our results for S0s with those
for spiral galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012a) in order to as-
sess the effect of galaxy morphology on the structure of galac-
tic discs. Such comparisons of disc structure (e.g. profile type,
scalelength h, break strength T, break surface brightness μbrk)
between different Hubble-type morphologies are a useful tool in
exploring the potential evolutionary link between spiral and S0
galaxies.

However, in these comparisons it is important to note that the
break classification scheme used by Maltby et al. (2012a) differs
from the one used in this work. In Maltby et al. (2012a), break clas-
sification is based on the outer stellar disc (μ > 24 mag arcsec−2),
while in this work the entire disc component is used. Fortunately,
Maltby et al. (2012a) identify breaks across the entire disc compo-
nent prior to their classification and also identify type I profiles based
on the entire disc. Therefore, their type I scalelength h and μbrk dis-
tributions are not limited by surface brightness and can be directly
compared with the results of this work (see Sections 6.3 and 6.4.1).
However, for break strength T, the situation is different because
Maltby et al. (2012a) only performed these measurements on
type II/III profiles in the outer stellar disc (μbrk > 24 mag arcsec−2),
cases which they classify as type IIo/IIIo profiles (o – outer). Con-
sequently, when we compare our S0 break strength T distributions
with those for spiral galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012a), we also
limit our S0 breaks by μbrk to allow for a fair comparison (see
Section 6.4.2).

6.1 Spiral/S0: galaxy samples

Both this work and Maltby et al. (2012a) use the same parent
sample of morphologically classified galaxies in STAGES from
which to draw their samples (see Maltby et al. 2010). Both works
also perform analogous μ(r) profile fitting and break identification
(see Section 4.1). Maltby et al. (2012a) use a large, mass-limited
(M∗ > 109 M�), visually classified (Sa–Sdm) sample of 327
face-on to intermediately inclined (i < 60◦) spiral galaxies from
both the field and cluster environments (145 field and 182 clus-
ter spirals). In this work, our S0 sample selection is analogous to
this spiral selection except for the lack of an inclination i cut (see

Section 2.1). Therefore, in order to allow for a fair comparison of
these spiral and S0 galaxies, we use our low-axis-ratio (i < 60◦,
q > 0.5) S0 sub-sample of 173 S0s (36 field and 137 cluster) in all
our spiral/S0 comparisons (see Section 2.2).

6.2 Profile type (type I, II and III)

Previous works (e.g. Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Erwin et al. 2008;
Gutiérrez et al. 2011) have found that for spiral galaxies the distribu-
tion of profile types I:II:III is approximately 20:50:30 ±10 per cent.
This is also true for Maltby et al. (2012a) if their spiral μ(r) profiles
are re-classified based on the entire disc (see Section 1). However,
in this work we find that for S0s, ∼25 per cent are type I, <5 per cent
are type II, ∼50 per cent are type III and ∼20 per cent have no dis-
cernible exponential component (see Section 5, Table 2). In compar-
ing the profile types (disc structure) of these spiral/S0 galaxies, the
most striking difference is the lack of truncations (type II profiles)
in our S0s compared to their abundance in spiral galaxies. There-
fore, it seems whatever mechanism transforms spiral galaxies into
S0s may well erase these type II features from the galaxy μ(r) pro-
files. In the case of classical truncations (type II-CT), recent studies
suggest that the type II profile is related to a radial change in the
age of the stellar population throughout the disc, with the outer disc
being populated by old stars and an inside–out growth for the inner
disc (Debattista et al. 2006; Bakos et al. 2008; Martı́nez-Serrano
et al. 2009). Consequently, the absence of type II-CT profiles in
our S0s may actually be a natural consequence of an ageing stellar
population in the ‘break region’ as the spirals transform into S0s
(see Section 5, for a full explanation). For bar-related truncations
(type II-OLR), the depletion/removal of galactic gas should weaken
the OLR effect and may also result in the weakening/removal
of the type II feature as spirals transform into S0s (Erwin
et al. 2012).

Another observation is that type III profiles seem to be sig-
nificantly more frequent in S0s than in spiral galaxies. This sug-
gests a continuation of the observed trend for spiral galaxies where
type III profiles become more frequent with progressively earlier
Hubble types (e.g. Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Maltby et al. 2012a).
Since type III profiles are thought to form via minor mergers, this
trend is consistent with a minor merger scenario for the forma-
tion of S0 galaxies. However, in Section 7.2 we find that for our
type III S0s, a significant fraction (potentially up to ∼50 per cent)
may actually be related to light from an extended bulge component
and not due to an antitruncated stellar disc. This is in contrast to
spiral galaxies where the vast majority of type III profiles appear to
be genuine antitruncated discs (Maltby et al. 2012b). Consequently,
the fraction of genuine antitruncated discs may actually be lower
in S0s than in spiral galaxies. This could be due to the fading in-
ner/outer disc causing μbrk to drop below the level of the bulge μ

profile (or sky background) as some spirals evolve into S0s.

6.3 Spiral/S0: pure exponential discs (type I)

For spiral/S0 galaxies where no disc μ(r) break was identified
(type I), we compare the scalelength h distributions for spiral and
S0 morphologies (see Fig. 9). These comparisons are independent
of the galaxy environment (our field and cluster samples are com-
bined) and allow for an assessment of whether the scalelength h of
the stellar disc is affected by the Hubble-type morphology. Similar
parallel analyses are also carried out as in previous tests.

In most cases (most parallel analyses), we observe no clear dif-
ference between the scalelength h distributions for our type I spiral
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1520 D. T. Maltby et al.

Figure 9. Comparing the disc scalelength h distributions for different Hubble-type morphologies. Top row: scalelength h distributions for spiral (blue line) and
S0 (red dashed line) type I galaxies as classified by DTM (left-hand panel), AAS (centre panel), and MEG (right-hand panel). Bottom row: the corresponding
scalelength h CDFs showing the probability p that compared samples are not drawn from the same continuous h distributions in the bottom right of each plot.
Respective sample sizes are shown in the legends. Random errors in scalelength are typically <10 per cent. Systematic errors in scalelength h due to the error
in the sky subtraction are also typically <10 per cent. We find no significant difference between the CDFs for each morphology and no evidence to suggest
that the disc scalelength h of our type I galaxies are not drawn from the same continuous h distributions.

Table 4. The K–S test results for type I and type IIo/IIIo

galaxies as classified by DTM, AAS and MEG. K–S tests
give the probability p(spiral/S0) that the respective spiral and
S0 samples are not drawn from the same continuous h dis-
tributions for type I galaxies, and T distributions for type
IIo/IIIo galaxies. Results are also shown for when the sky is
oversubtracted and undersubtracted by ±1σ .

p(spiral/S0)

Sky subtraction Under Nominal Over
(−1σ ) (+1σ )

Type I (h)
DTM 0.293 0.317 0.477
AAS 0.966 0.966 0.981
MEG 0.056 0.151 0.346

Type IIo/IIIo (T)
DTM 0.996 0.988 0.989
AAS 0.996 0.969 0.997
MEG 0.983 0.957 0.972

Type IIIo (T)
DTM 0.9998 0.9994 0.9999
AAS 0.999 99 0.999 97 0.995
MEG 0.999 92 0.9997 0.975

and S0 galaxies (see Fig. 9). In order to test the significance of these
results, we construct scalelength h CDFs for our type I spiral/S0
samples and perform K–S tests in order to obtain the probability
p(spiral/S0) that they are not drawn from the same continuous h dis-
tributions. The results of these K–S tests are presented in Table 4.

In most cases (most assessor samples and sky versions), the prob-
ability p(spiral/S0) is below the 2σ level. However, in a few cases

the probability p(spiral/S0) is above the 2σ level (AAS results, see
Table 4). As these high-significance results are not robust to the
subjective nature of the profile classifications, we conclude that
there is no evidence to suggest that the scalelength h of our type I
galaxies is significantly affected by the Hubble-type morphology.

6.4 Spiral/S0: broken exponential discs (type II/III)

For spiral/S0 galaxies where a μ(r) break was identified10 (type
II/III), we compare both the break surface brightness μbrk and break
strength T distributions for our spiral and S0 galaxies. These com-
parisons are presented in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, respectively. In
these comparisons, it is important to note that for our spiral galaxies
(taken from Maltby et al. 2012a), the μbrk distribution is for breaks
identified across the entire disc, whereas the T distribution is for
breaks from the outer disc only (μ > 24 mag arcsec−2).

6.4.1 Break surface brightness μbrk

The physical processes that drive the morphology–density relation
(Dressler 1980) and the transformation of spiral galaxies into S0s
are not well understood. Certain mechanisms inherent to the cluster
environment could be responsible, e.g. ram-pressure stripping of
the interstellar medium, mergers and harassment (Gunn & Gott
1972; Icke 1985; Moore et al. 1996). However, the existence of
S0s in the general field implies that either cluster processes are
not ultimately responsible, or that S0s can form via alternative

10 Note: if two μ(r) breaks are identified in any one galaxy, the outer break
is used in the analysis.
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S0 galaxy structure in STAGES 1521

Figure 10. The break surface brightness μbrk distributions for type III spiral and S0 galaxies in different environments. The μbrk distributions for field (top
row) and cluster (bottom row) galaxies as determined by DTM (left-hand column), AAS (centre column) and MEG (right-hand column). The distributions
show spiral galaxies (blue line), and S0 galaxies (red dashed line). The mean μbrk for field/cluster spirals (blue dotted line) and S0s (red dotted line) are also
shown for reference. Respective sample sizes are shown in the legends. Contamination of the cluster sample by the field is <25 per cent.

processes in different environments. For example, it could be the
case that cluster S0s form from in-falling spirals via the tidal/ram-
pressure stripping of interstellar gas, while field S0s are simply the
faded remnants of field spirals.

For these mechanisms, the processes causing star formation to be
quenched and the subsequent morphological transformation could
have a distinct effect on the μbrk of any μ(r) break that was present
(see Section 5.3.1). For example, in a type III profile, the suppression
of star formation could cause μbrk to evolve to a fainter μ as spirals
evolve into S0s. Consequently, the comparison of μbrk distributions
for spiral and S0 type II/III galaxies could provide some insight into
the potential evolutionary links between them.

Therefore, for spiral/S0 galaxies where a μ(r) break was iden-
tified (type II/III), we compare the μbrk distributions between
field/cluster spiral and S0 galaxies. In such comparisons, it is im-
portant to remember that type II breaks generally occur at a brighter
μbrk than type III breaks. For our type II/III spirals, ∼50 per cent
are type III (classification based on the entire stellar disc), while
our S0s are almost exclusively (>95 per cent) type III. Therefore, to
ensure our spiral/S0 μbrk comparisons are fair, we only compare the
μbrk distributions for our field/cluster spiral and S0 type III galaxies
(see Fig. 10). Similar parallel analyses and statistical tests (between
corresponding spiral and S0 samples) are carried out as in previous
tests.

For our cluster spiral/S0 comparison, in most cases (most assessor
samples) we observe no significant difference between the μbrk

distributions for spiral and S0 galaxies. The probability p(spiral/S0)

is below the 2σ level in most cases. However, for one assessor
(AAS) the significance of a morphological dependence is above
the 2σ level. We also note that for all assessors, the mean μbrk

for S0s (24.9 mag arcsec−2) is brighter than that of spiral galaxies
(25.2 mag arcsec−2). However, since this result is inconclusive we

deduce that there is no evidence to suggest that μbrk in the cluster
environment is dependent on the galaxy morphology.

For our field spiral/S0 comparison, we also observe no significant
difference between the spiral/S0 μbrk distributions in the majority of
cases (i.e. p(spiral/S0) < 2σ ). For one assessor (MEG), the significance
of a morphological dependence is above the 2σ level, but this may
be due to low number statistics. It is interesting that for all assessors,
the spiral μ(r) breaks reach to a brighter μbrk than the S0 μ(r) breaks.
This would be consistent with the hypothesis that field S0s are the
faded remnants of field spirals. However, since this result is based
on low number statistics we conclude that there is no evidence to
suggest that μbrk in the field is dependent on the galaxy morphology.
Further investigation with a larger sample of field S0s is needed to
suitably address this issue and may yield more conclusive evidence.

In these μbrk comparisons, it is also important to note that for
our type III S0s a significant fraction (possibly up to 50 per cent)
may actually be related to light from an extended bulge component
and not due to an antitruncated stellar disc (see Section 7.2). In
such cases, the suppression of star formation in the disc may cause
μbrk to evolve to a brighter μ. This is due to the inner star-forming
disc fading more quickly than the old extended bulge component
(r > rbrk), once star formation has ceased. In contrast, for spiral
galaxies the vast majority of our type III profiles appear to be
genuine antitruncated discs (Maltby et al. 2012b). Consequently, a
significant fraction of our type III S0s may not have evolved from
a type III spiral galaxy, potentially leading to a masking of any
morphological trends in our μbrk comparisons. A robust method
for differentiating between genuine antitruncated discs and those
caused by an extended bulge is needed to address this problem (see
Section 7.2).

Similar analyses were also performed using the break radius
rbrk distributions (rbrk in units of the GALFIT Sérsic model effective
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1522 D. T. Maltby et al.

Figure 11. Comparing break strength T (log10 hout/hin) distributions for spiral and S0 galaxies. Top row: break strength T distributions for spiral (blue line)
and S0 (red dashed line) type IIo/IIIo galaxies as classified by DTM (left-hand column), AAS (centre column) and MEG (right-hand column). Bottom row: the
corresponding break strength T CDFs showing the probability p that compared samples are not drawn from the same continuous T distributions in the bottom
right of each plot. Respective sample sizes are shown in the legends. Random errors in T are ∼±0.1. Systematic errors in T due to the sky subtraction error are
also ∼±0.1. Contamination of the cluster sample by the field is <25 per cent. We find a significant (>3σ ) difference between the T CDFs for spiral and S0
galaxies.

radius). As with our μbrk analysis, no significant differences or
trends were observed for rbrk in field/cluster spiral and S0 galaxies.
However, we note that the Sérsic effective radius is not an ideal unit
to measure the break radius rbrk and a non-parametrized effective
radius may yield more robust results.

6.4.2 Break strength T

In Maltby et al. (2012a), break strength T measurements were only
performed on μ(r) breaks in the outer regions of the stellar disc
μbrk > 24 mag arcsec−2 (their criteria for selecting intrinsically sim-
ilar outer breaks in spiral galaxies). They refer to these ‘outer disc’
breaks as type IIo and type IIIo profiles. Therefore, in order to allow
for a fair comparison between the break strength T distributions
of our S0s and the spiral galaxies of Maltby et al. (2012a), we
also need to limit our S0 break strength T distributions by break
surface brightness (μbrk > 24 mag arcsec−2). However, since the
vast majority (∼95 per cent) of our S0 type II/III profiles have
μbrk > 24 mag arcsec−2 anyway, this has little effect on our S0 break
strength T distributions (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the break strength T distributions
for our type IIo/IIIo spiral/S0 galaxies. These comparisons are in-
dependent of the galaxy environment (our field and cluster samples
are combined) and allow for an assessment of whether the break
strength T of the stellar disc is affected by the Hubble-type morphol-
ogy. Similar parallel analyses and statistical tests are also carried
out as in previous tests and the results of the K–S tests are presented
in Table 4.

In all cases (all assessor samples and sky versions), we observe
a significant difference between the T distributions for spiral and
S0 type IIo/IIIo galaxies. The probability p(spiral/S0) is above the 3σ

level in each case. Additionally, the break strength T distribution of
our S0s has a much smaller variance (S0 σ T ∼ 0.15) compared to
that of our spiral galaxies (spiral σ T ∼ 0.4). These results suggest
that both type IIo and type IIIo features in S0s are weaker (smaller
|T|) than in spiral galaxies.

However, it is possible that the high significance of this result
could be driven by the lack of type II profiles in our S0s. Therefore,
we repeat our analysis using the break strength T distributions for
just our type IIIo galaxies (see Fig. 12). The results of the K–S
tests are presented in Table 4. In all cases (all assessor samples and
sky versions), we still observe a significant difference between the T
distributions for our spiral and S0 type IIIo galaxies. The probability
p(spiral/S0) is above the 3σ level in each case. Also, the break strength
T distribution of our type IIIo S0s has a much smaller variance and
mean (S0s: σ T ∼ 0.13, 〈T〉 ∼ 0.28) compared to that of our spiral
type IIIo galaxies (spirals: σ T ∼ 0.3, 〈T〉 ∼ 0.4).

Therefore, we conclude that there is some evidence to suggest
that the break strength T of our type IIo/IIIo galaxies is dependent
on the galaxy morphology, with μ(r) breaks in S0s being generally
weaker (smaller |T|) than those of spiral galaxies. This result is also
robust to the error in the sky subtraction and the subjective nature of
the profile classifications. Additionally, since the S0 T distribution is
much tighter than that of spiral galaxies, the potential contamination
of our type IIIo S0s by non-genuine stellar disc antitruncations (i.e.
extended bulge components; see Section 7) has no effect on this
conclusion.
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Figure 12. Comparing break strength T (log10 hout/hin) distributions for type IIIo spiral and S0 galaxies. Figure the same as Fig. 11 but for type IIIo galaxies
only. We find a significant (>3σ ) difference between the T CDFs for spiral and S0 galaxies. The mean T for spirals (blue dotted line) and S0s (red dotted line)
are also shown for reference. Respective sample sizes are shown in the legend.

We propose that this result is consistent with current theories on
the origin of type II/III profiles. For classical truncations (type II-
CT), the μ(r) break is thought to be related to a radial variation in the
age of the stellar population, with the outer disc being populated by
old stars (Debattista et al. 2006; Bakos et al. 2008; Martı́nez-Serrano
et al. 2009). In this scenario, once the galaxy has depleted its gas
supply, star formation will cease in the ‘break region’ causing it to
gradually fade due to the ageing of the stellar population. This would
lead to a weakening of the type II break strength T (see Section 5.1).
For bar-related truncations (type II-OLR), the depletion/removal of
galactic gas should weaken the OLR effect and may also result in
a weakening of the type II break strength T (Erwin et al. 2012).
For type III galaxies, further radial mixing related to the suspected
minor-merger history could be responsible for the weakening of the
type III feature in S0 galaxies.

7 A N T I T RU N C AT E D S U R FAC E B R I G H T N E S S
PROFILES: BULGE OR DISC RELATED?

Antitruncated (type III) surface brightness μ(r) profiles have a bro-
ken exponential with a shallower region beyond the break radius
rbrk (i.e. up-bending break, see Fig. 5). However, the excess light at
large radii is not necessarily related to an outer exponential disc and
could also be associated with an extended spheroidal bulge or halo.
This idea was first postulated by Erwin et al. (2005), who suggest
that type III profiles can be separated into two distinct sub-classes
depending on whether the outer profile r > rbrk is dominated by a
stellar disc (type III-d) or a spheroidal component (type III-s).

In Erwin et al. (2005), they propose that antitruncations with
a smooth gradual transition and outer isophotes that are progres-
sively rounder than that of the main disc, suggest an inclined disc
embedded in a more spheroidal outer region such as an extended

bulge or halo (i.e. type III-s). Using this ‘ellipse’ method, previous
works (Erwin et al. 2005, 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2011) have found
that ∼40 per cent of their type III profiles are type III-s. However,
the ellipse method is limited for face-on discs and cases where the
outer/inner disc may have different orientations and axis ratios. In
these cases, an alternative method would be to use bulge–disc (B–D)
decomposition (e.g. Allen et al. 2006) to determine the contribu-
tion of the two main structural components (bulge and disc) to the
galaxy’s light distribution and should provide more robust results.

In this section, we explore the nature of type III μ(r) profiles in
S0 galaxies, using B–D decomposition in order to determine the
maximum possible contribution of bulge light in their outer regions
(r > rbrk). Using these analyses, we determine the maximum fraction
of type III S0s for which the excess light at large radii could be
caused or affected by the spheroidal component (i.e. type III-s).
This study complements our previous work, Maltby et al. (2012b),
which presents an analogous study using type III spiral galaxies. We
review the findings of Maltby et al. (2012b) in Section 7.1, before
presenting the results for our S0s in Section 7.2.

7.1 Antitruncations in spiral galaxies

Maltby et al. (2012b) explore the nature of type III μ(r) profiles
in spiral galaxies and determine the maximum fraction of type III
spirals for which the excess light at large radii could be caused or
affected by the spheroidal component (i.e. type III-s). They achieve
this by comparing azimuthally averaged radial μ(r) profiles with
analytical B–D decompositions (de Vaucouleurs, r1/4 bulge plus
single exponential disc) for 78 type III spirals, and determine the
maximum possible contribution of bulge light in the outer regions
(r > rbrk) of each galaxy. B–D decomposition was performed on
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all 327 spirals defined in Maltby et al. (2012a, see Section 6.1) and
their type III spirals were drawn from this parent sample.11

Using these comparisons, Maltby et al. (2012b) find that for
the majority of their type III spirals (∼70 per cent), the excess light
beyond the break radius rbrk is clearly related to an outer shallow disc
(type III-d). In addition, they also find a further ∼15 per cent which
are also type III-d, but where the contamination by extended bulge
light affects the measured properties of the outer, disc-dominated
region (e.g. μbrk, outer scalelength). For the remaining type III
spirals (∼15 per cent), the excess light at r > rbrk could potentially
be attributed to the bulge profile (type III-s).

In considering these results, it is important to note that the
methodology adopted by Maltby et al. (2012b) has two main draw-
backs: (i) in a two-component B–D decomposition, an outer an-
titruncated disc, bar feature or outer halo could cause the bulge
profile to be constrained and (ii) in many cases the bulge compo-
nent may be not be de Vaucouleurs in nature (i.e. less concentrated
– pseudo-bulge). These issues lead to an overestimation of bulge
light in the outer regions of some galaxies. This naturally enhances
the fraction of type III-s profiles in Maltby et al. (2012b), which
therefore represents an upper limit to the fraction of genuine type
III-s profiles in their type III spirals. Adding more degrees of free-
dom to their galaxy model (more components; Sérsic bulge profile)
would address this issue. However, degeneracy issues would af-
fect the reliability of their B–D decompositions and could lead to
many type III-s profiles being misclassified. Consequently, in as-
sessing the potential impact of the bulge component on the outer
regions of the galaxy, it becomes desirable to consider the maxi-
mum possible effect (i.e. a de Vaucouleurs, r1/4 bulge). Taking this
into consideration, Maltby et al. (2012b) conclude that in the vast
majority of cases, type III profiles in spiral galaxies are indeed a
true disc phenomenon.

7.2 Antitruncations in S0 galaxies

We explore the nature of type III μ(r) profiles in our S0s by using
an analogous method to that used for spiral galaxies in Maltby et al.
(2012b, see Section 7.1). We therefore determine the maximum
fraction of type III S0s for which the excess light at large radii
could be caused or affected by the spheroidal component.

For this study, we use the low-axis-ratio sample of 173 S0s de-
fined in Section 2.2 and used throughout Section 6 (hereafter re-
ferred to as the total S0 sample). However, we remove five of these
galaxies for which B–D decomposition fails (probably due to con-
tamination from a nearby star or companion galaxy; Ntot = 168).
We also use the disc profile classifications from Section 5 to obtain
a robust S0 sub-sample of 39 type III μ(r) profiles (i.e. where classi-
fications from the three independent assessors were in agreement).
We use both this type III sub-sample and the total S0 sample in this
study.

7.2.1 B–D decompositions

For each S0 galaxy in our total sample, we perform a two-
dimensional B–D decomposition based on a two-component galaxy
model comprising a de Vaucouleurs (r1/4) bulge and a single ex-
ponential disc. Decompositions were carried out on the STAGES
V-band imaging using the GALFIT code (Peng et al. 2002) and the

11 Note: in Maltby et al. (2012b), B–D decomposition failed for two spiral
galaxies, hence a total sample of 325 spirals was used.

method of Hoyos et al. (2012) adapted to perform two-component
fits. Several measurable properties are produced for each galaxy in-
cluding position [x,y], effective radii, total magnitudes, axial ratios,
PA for the bulge and disc components and a sky-level estimation.

In this work, it is important to note that our B–D decompositions
are not intended to yield the actual bulge components of our S0
galaxies. Instead, the intention is to obtain the maximum possible
contribution a bulge profile can give to the light in the outer regions
of a galaxy. This is the motivation behind adopting a de Vaucouleurs
(r1/4) profile for our bulge components instead of a free Sérsic profile
(see Section 7.1, for further details). However, we acknowledge
that many of our S0s will have less concentrated bulge profiles (i.e.
pseudo-bulges) and that our B–D decompositions will (by design)
overestimate the bulge light in the outer regions of some galaxies.

B–D decomposition can be sensitive to the initial conditions
used to search the B–D parameter space (e.g. initial estimate for
bulge-to-disc ratio B/D). Therefore, we perform two runs of the
B–D decomposition with different initial conditions taken from
the two extremes: one run starting from a bulge-dominated system
(B/D = 9) and the other run starting from a disc-dominated system
(B/D = 1/9). Comparison of these runs (hereafter Run 1 and Run
2, respectively) allows for an assessment of the uniqueness/stability
of B–D decomposition on a galaxy–galaxy basis.

In the vast majority of cases (∼90 per cent), the results were effec-
tively the same, ∼85 per cent being exactly the same and ∼5 per cent
showing only minor differences. In only a few cases (<5 per cent)
were the decompositions catastrophically unstable with Run 1/2
yielding both bulge- and disc-dominated systems. The remaining
cases (∼5 per cent), showed moderate instabilities great enough
to affect the assessment of bulge light in the outer regions of the
galaxy. The unstable solutions are mainly driven by differences in
the sky level determined during the decomposition. However, the
overall conclusions of this study are not affected by these unstable
solutions. The stability fractions quoted are the same for both the
total sample and the type III sub-sample.

7.2.2 B–D profile types

B–D decompositions using a de Vaucouleurs (r1/4) bulge plus an
exponential disc can be classified into four distinct profile types
(e.g. Maltby et al. 2012b), see Fig. 13.

(1) Type A: ‘classical’ system. The bulge profile dominates in the
central regions, while the disc profile dominates at larger radii. The
bulge/disc profiles cross only once.

(2) Type B: disc-dominated system. The disc profile dominates at
all radii, with a weak contribution from the bulge profile in centre.
The bulge/disc profiles never cross.

(3) Type C: the bulge profile dominates at small/large radii, but
the disc profile dominates at intermediate radii.

(4) Type D: bulge-dominated system. The bulge profile dom-
inates at all radii with a weak underlying disc component. The
bulge/disc profiles never cross.12

In addition to these profile types, a further class (hereafter type
E) is also observed where the disc profile dominates in the central
regions, but the bulge profile dominates at larger radii. In such
cases, it is probable that an outer antitruncated disc has incorrectly
affected the bulge profile fit. Consequently, for type E profiles, B–D

12 Note: capital letters are used in our B–D profile types to avoid confusion
with the other classification schemes used in this paper.
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Figure 13. B–D profile types. Left to right: type A – ‘classical’ system; type B – disc-dominated system; type C – bulge dominated at small/large radii but
disc dominated at intermediate radii; type D – bulge-dominated system; type E – probable ‘constrained’ outer bulge (caused by an outer shallow disc).

Figure 14. The distribution of B–D profile types in disc galaxies. Left-
hand panel: the distribution for S0 galaxies (from Run 1). Distributions are
presented for the total S0 sample (light grey) and the type III S0 sub-sample
(dark grey). Right-hand panel: analogous distributions for the spiral galaxies
presented in Maltby et al. (2012b). Respective sample sizes are shown in
the legends.

decomposition is not a true representation of the galaxy at large radii
and in reality these galaxies probably have type B compositions (or
similar). Analogous constraints may also occur in some type D
profiles.

Fig. 14(a) shows the distribution of B–D profile types for both
the total S0 sample and type III sub-sample. Comparing these dis-
tributions, we find that the fraction of type C/E profiles is greater
in the type III sub-sample. This is expected from the nature of type
C/E profiles (i.e. excess light at large radii, see Fig. 13). A simi-
lar trend is also observed in the distribution of B–D profile types
for spiral galaxies in Maltby et al. (2012b, see Fig. 14b). How-
ever, a comparison of the B–D profile type distributions between
spiral and S0 galaxies shows some distinct differences. The frac-
tion of disc-dominated B–D profile types (type A/B) is much larger
in spiral galaxies compared with S0s. Conversely, the fraction of
bulge-dominated B–D profile types (type C/D) is much larger in
S0s compared with spiral galaxies. Therefore, these distributions
indicate that on average S0s have a higher B/D than spiral galaxies,
an observation that has also been reported previously by several
authors (e.g. Simien & de Vaucouleurs 1986; Laurikainen et al.
2010).

We expand on this result by comparing the bulge PA (from B–D
decomposition) with a visual estimate for the PA of the outer galac-
tic region (i.e. PA of the outer stellar disc used in our fixed-ellipse
fits, see Section 3). Fig. 15 shows these comparisons for both our
sample of S0s and the spiral galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012a,b).
For spiral galaxies, there is no obvious correlation between the PA
of the bulge and the outer galactic region. This indicates that our
visual estimates are not related to the inner bulge and are indeed
probing an outer disc component. Additionally, since galactic discs

Figure 15. A comparison of the bulge PA (from B–D decomposition) with
a visual estimate for the PA of the outer galactic regions (i.e. outer stellar
disc, see Section 3) for both our S0 galaxies (left-hand panel) and the spiral
galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012b, right-hand panel). Respective sample
sizes are shown in the legends.

are essentially axisymmetric (a consequence of rotational motion),
the misalignment between the bulge and the disc also suggests a tri-
axial (non-axisymmetric) nature for the bulges of our spiral galaxies
(see e.g. Bertola, Vietri & Zeilinger 1991). In contrast, for S0 galax-
ies there is a significant correlation between the PA of the bulge and
the outer galactic region. This alignment between the bulge and
the disc component implies a bulge that is axisymmetric (oblate) in
nature for many of our S0 galaxies. However, this alignment also
suggests the possibility that for some of our S0s, the visual estimates
are actually probing the outer regions of the bulge component (and
not the stellar disc). This result is consistent with the observation
that S0s tend to have a higher B/D than spiral galaxies. Considering
the high fraction of bulge-dominated B–D profiles (type C/D) in our
S0s, this is not surprising (see Fig. 14). However, more importantly,
this result clearly indicates that light from the spheroidal (bulge)
component potentially contributes a significant amount of light to
the outer regions of some S0 galaxies. Consequently, bulge light
may account for more type III profiles in S0s than observed for
spiral galaxies in Maltby et al. (2012b). We explore this issue in
further detail in the following section.

7.2.3 Measured surface brightness μ(r) profiles

For each S0 galaxy, we also obtain new azimuthally averaged ra-
dial μ(r) profiles from the STAGES HST/ACS V-band imaging.
We achieve this using a similar methodology to that described in
Section 3, but with two minor differences:

(i) in the fixed-parameter fits (fixed centre, ellipticity e and PA),
we use the galaxy centre determined from our B–D decomposition.
As in previous sections, the e and PA used are for the outer stellar
disc (see Section 3);
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(ii) the necessary sky subtraction is performed using the sky-
level estimates generated during B–D decomposition. Note: these
sky values sometimes differ slightly from those of Gray et al. (2009)
used throughout Sections 3–6.

Analogous fixed-parameter fits (using the same e and PA, i.e. the
same isophotes) are also carried out on the disc-residual images
(ACS image minus bulge-only model) resulting in a measured μ

profile for the disc component μdisc(r). We also obtain azimuthally
averaged radial μ profiles for the decomposed B–D model using the
same fixed-parameter ellipses (isophotes) as in the other profiles.
This results in separate analytical radial μ profiles for both the
bulge- and disc-model along the semimajor axis of the elliptical
isophotes (i.e. outer stellar disc).

For our type III S0s, we compare these measured μ(r) profiles
with the model μ profiles from B–D decomposition in order to
determine the maximum contribution of bulge light in the outer
regions of the galaxy (r > rbrk).13 Using an analogous scheme to
that presented in Maltby et al. (2012b), we find that bulge light in
the outer profile (r > rbrk) either had:

(i) little or no contribution (∼45 per cent): for all type A/B pro-
files, the bulge contributes virtually no light at r > rbrk and in some
type C/E profiles the contribution is negligible. This can be deter-
mined by inspection of the measured disc-residual profile μdisc(r)
and assessing if the properties of the outer profile/break (rbrk, μbrk,
scalelength) have been affected with respect to the sky-subtraction
error. For our type III S0s, these cases are entirely comprised of
type A profiles. No type B profiles are observed in our type III S0
galaxies.

(ii) minor contribution (∼10 per cent): the majority of these cases
are type C profiles (with one exception which is type E). The amount
contributed is enough to affect the outer profile causing μbrk and the
outer scalelength to be different in the disc-residual profile μdisc(r).
However, the antitruncation remains present.

(iii) major contribution (∼45 per cent): the bulge contributes the
majority of the light at r > rbrk. For these cases, one quarter are type
D, one quarter are type E, and the remaining half are type C (where
the antitruncation can be entirely accounted for by bulge light, see
Fig. 16 for one such an example).

These results suggest that for only about a half of type III S0s, the ex-
cess light beyond the break radius rbrk is related to an outer shallow
disc (type III-d). For the remaining cases, the excess light at r > rbrk

could be attributed to a bulge profile (type III-s). More importantly,
for these latter cases, a considerable fraction (∼20 per cent of the
type III S0 sub-sample) exhibit profiles where the bulge profile ex-
tends beyond a dominant disc (type C) and causes an antitruncation
in the μ(r) profile.

However, it is important to note that our adopted methodology
does have two main drawbacks: (i) in a two-component B–D decom-
position, an outer antitruncated disc, bar feature or outer halo could
cause the bulge profile to be constrained; and (ii) in many cases the
bulge component may not be de Vaucouleurs in nature (i.e. less con-
centrated – pseudo-bulge). These issues lead to an overestimation
of bulge light in the outer regions of some galaxies (see Sections 7.1
and 7.2.1, for the justification of this methodology). This naturally
enhances the fraction of type III-s profiles, which therefore repre-
sents an upper limit to the fraction of genuine type III-s profiles

13 Note: due to our B–D decomposition using a de Vaucouleurs, r1/4 bulge,
the model bulge profile often overestimates the contribution of bulge light
in the outer regions of the μ(r) profile.

Figure 16. A common example of a bulge profile causing an antitruncation
in an S0 μ(r) profile (break radius rbrk). The bulge (red dotted line), disc
(blue line), and bulge + disc (black dashed line) profiles from B–D de-
composition are overplotted on the measured μ(r) profile (red circles). The
disc-residual μdisc(r) profile (measured μ profile minus bulge-only model,
red crosses) shows no antitruncation. Errors in μ(r)/μdisc(r) are for an over-
subtraction and an undersubtraction of the sky by 1σ . The μcrit/μlim levels
represent +1σ /+3σ above the sky, respectively.

in our type III S0s. Due to this fact, this method is unsuitable for
removing type III-s profiles from our type III analysis in Sections 5
and 6.

With respect to these results, we conclude that bulge light is an
important component in the μ(r) profiles of some S0 galaxies at
large radii and that antitruncations in S0s are frequently caused by
either the bulge or disc component. This is in sharp contrast to the
conclusion of our analogous study for spiral galaxies, Maltby et al.
(2012b), where in the vast majority of cases type III profiles appear
to be a true disc phenomenon.

7.3 Implications for the formation of S0 galaxies

Various mechanisms have been suggested to explain the transforma-
tion of spiral galaxies into S0s. However, these mechanisms gener-
ally require some type of interaction that causes a quenching of star
formation and the subsequent passive evolution of the spiral galaxy
into an S0 (see e.g. Aragón-Salamanca et al. 2006). The nature of
this interaction could be directly related to the gaseous component,
e.g. tidal/ram-pressure stripping of the interstellar medium (Gunn
& Gott 1972; Faber 1973) or the removal of the outer gas halo
(starvation; Larson, Tinsley & Caldwell 1980). Alternatively, the
interaction could be related to minor mergers which trigger star-
bursts that deplete the gas supply throughout the disc (e.g. Mihos
& Hernquist 1994).

Regardless of the precise mechanism, the transition of a spiral
galaxy into an S0 is expected to have a distinct effect on the B/D. For
example, the suppression of star formation in the stellar disc (e.g.
by gas stripping) would cause the disc component to gradually fade
as the stellar population ages and the B/D to increase. However,
the degree to which the disc fades in this scenario is currently
uncertain. Another consideration is that many suggested formation
mechanisms lead to gas concentration in the very centre of the
S0 galaxy during its transformation phase. This has recently been
supported by observations suggesting a central starburst (i.e. bulge
growth) occurred in many S0s during the process of star formation
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being quenched in the outer disc (e.g. Bedregal et al. 2011; Johnston
et al. 2012; Johnston, Aragón-Salamanca & Merrifield 2014). This
process would also lead to an increase in the B/D as the bulge
becomes more luminous.

The comparison of our B–D decompositions for type III S0s
with those for the type III spiral galaxies from Maltby et al. (2012b)
should build on these ideas and provide some further insight into the
potential processes by which spiral galaxies transform into S0s. In
the following, we highlight two key observations from our results:

(i) S0s generally have a higher B/D than spiral galaxies: our B–
D decompositions indicate that the fraction of bulge-dominated μ(r)
profiles is larger in S0s than spiral galaxies, and that spiral galax-
ies have mainly disc-dominated μ(r) profiles. This observation is
in agreement with various similar observations by previous works
(e.g. Simien & de Vaucouleurs 1986; Laurikainen et al. 2010). With
respect to S0 formation theories, this result is consistent with both a
fading stellar disc and a central starburst (i.e. bulge growth). Conse-
quently, it appears a galaxy undergoing a spiral → S0 transformation
should naturally evolve into a more bulge-dominated system.

(ii) Bulge light can account for more type III profiles in S0s than
spiral galaxies: our results suggest that an extended bulge compo-
nent can account for type III features in as many as ∼45 per cent
of type III S0s, but in only ∼15 per cent of type III spirals (Maltby
et al. 2012b). This result can also be understood by the concept of a
fading stellar disc as spirals transform into S0s. As the stellar disc
fades, the B/D increases and consequently the tail end of the bulge
profile may eventually dominate over the disc at large radii (i.e. as
in type C/D profiles; see Fig. 13). This process would naturally lead
to an increase in the fraction of type III-s profiles in S0 galaxies.
Currently, it is uncertain as to whether the disc could fade to the
required degree in order for this to occur. However, this result is
difficult to understand using only the concept of a central starburst
(i.e. bulge growth) since the outer regions of the bulge should not be
affected in this scenario. Consequently, it appears some disc fading
may be required to in order to explain this result.

We note that the fading stellar disc hypothesis is also consistent
with the other structural comparisons presented in Section 6 for
spiral and S0 galaxies. A fading stellar disc would preserve the disc
scalelength. Therefore, the scalelength of type I profiles would be
expected to be independent of morphology (see Fig. 9). For type
II profiles, the suppression of star formation would cause a fading
(ageing) of the ‘break region’ with respect to the inner/outer discs,
leading to a convergence of M/L across the μ(r) break. This would
cause the type II feature to get weaker and may even disappear. Con-
sequently, the observation that type II profiles are weaker/rarer in
S0s compared to spiral galaxies is also consistent with this scenario
(see Section 6.2 and Fig. 11). We therefore conclude that in addition
to a central starburst (i.e. bulge growth), a fading stellar disc seems
to be an inherent process in the morphological transformation of
spiral galaxies into S0s.

8 C O N C L U S I O N S

We present an analysis of V-band radial surface brightness profiles
μ(r) for S0 galaxies from the field and cluster environment using
HST/ACS imaging and data from the STAGES survey. Using a large,
mass-limited (M∗ > 109 M�), visually classified sample of ∼280
field and cluster S0s, we assess the effect of the galaxy environment
on the shape of S0 μ(r) profiles and the structure of S0 stellar discs.
We also compare the structure of our S0 stellar discs with those for
spiral galaxies from our previous works in order to provide insight

into the potential evolutionary mechanisms by which spiral galaxies
evolve into S0s.

8.1 Environmental analyses: S0 galaxies

We classify our S0s according to μ break features in their μ(r)
profiles and find that the frequency of profile types (type I, II and
III) is approximately the same in both the field and cluster en-
vironments. For both field and cluster S0s, ∼25 per cent have a
simple exponential profile (type I), <5 per cent exhibit a down-
bending break (truncation, type II) and ∼50 per cent exhibit an
up-bending break (antitruncation, type III). For the remaining S0
galaxies (∼20 per cent), no discernible exponential component was
observed (i.e. general curvature in the μ profile, type c). These
profile fractions are robust to the subjective nature of the profile
classifications, agreeing for classifications performed by three in-
dependent assessors. We also find that limiting our analysis to only
low-axis-ratio systems (q > 0.5) has no significant effect on our pro-
file fractions. These results imply that the shape of S0 μ(r) profiles
is not dependent on the galaxy environment.

The distinct lack of truncations (type II profiles) in both our field
and cluster S0s is of particular interest. In previous works on the
disc structure of spiral galaxies (e.g. Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Erwin
et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2011), type II profiles are very common
with the distribution of profile types I:II:III being approximately
20:50:30 ± 10 per cent. Therefore, it seems whatever mechanism
transforms spiral galaxies into S0s may erase these truncations from
their μ(r) profiles. We shall return to this result in Section 8.2. This
result is in partial agreement with a similar result reported recently
by Erwin et al. (2012), who find no type II S0s in the cluster en-
vironment but a type II S0 fraction of ∼30 per cent in the field.
Therefore, our type II S0 fractions are in perfect agreement with Er-
win et al. (2012) for the cluster environment, but differ significantly
for the field. The origin of this disagreement is uncertain but may
be related to the lower fraction of barred S0s (and hence bar-related
truncations) in our field sample.

For S0s with a pure exponential disc (type I), we find no evi-
dence to indicate that the disc scalelength h is dependent on the
galaxy environment. Additionally, for S0s with an antitruncated
disc (type III) we find no evidence to suggest any environmental
dependence on either the break surface brightness μbrk or the break
strength T (outer-to-inner scalelength ratio, log10 hout/hin). These
results have been shown to be robust to the error in the sky sub-
traction and the subjective nature of the profile classifications. We
also find that limiting our analysis to only low-axis-ratio systems
(q > 0.5) has no effect on these results. Therefore, we conclude
that there is no evidence to suggest that the stellar distribution in
the stellar disc of S0 galaxies is directly affected by the galaxy
environment.

These results are consistent with our analogous work, Maltby
et al. (2012a), which reaches the same conclusion but for a sample
of spiral galaxies from STAGES. Our results are also consistent with
other studies carried out on the effect of the galaxy environment on
disc features in the STAGES survey. For example, Marinova et al.
(2009) find that the optical fraction of bars among disc galaxies
show no evidence for any strong variation between the field and
the A901/2 clusters, suggesting the mass redistribution associated
with bar formation within galactic discs is not a strong function of
environment from the general field to the intermediate densities of
the A901/2 clusters.

However, our results are for one survey field (STAGES), and one
multicluster complex of intermediate galaxy density at low redshift
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(z ∼ 0.167). Therefore, it is important to investigate whether we
see the same trends observed in the STAGES A901/2 field in other
survey fields across a wide range of redshift and cluster mass. Ex-
tending these studies to higher redshifts is of key importance. In the
relatively local Universe, structural evolution in a galaxy’s stellar
distribution may already have ceased in both the field and cluster
environments, even if the environment is the principal driver. How-
ever, in the more distant Universe structural changes may still be
occurring in both the field and cluster environments and at differ-
ent rates. Probing denser, more massive cluster environments (e.g.
the Coma cluster) is also important because some environmental
drivers may only be significant in very high-density environments
(i.e. rich cluster cores). Ultimately, the comparison of high-redshift
studies with those from the local Universe across a wide range of
environments will allow for a complete assessment of whether or
not the galaxy environment has any direct effect on a galaxy’s stellar
distribution.

8.2 Structural analyses: implications for S0 formation

We complement our environmental studies by comparing the struc-
tural analyses of our S0s with those for spiral galaxies from our
previous works. These comparisons provide some insight into the
potential evolutionary paths by which spiral galaxies transform into
S0s. Two structural comparisons were made.

(i) The structure of galactic discs. We compare the disc structure
of our S0s with the spiral galaxies from our analogous work, Maltby
et al. (2012a). For spiral/S0 galaxies with a pure exponential disc
(type I), we find no evidence to suggest that the disc scalelength h
is dependent on the galaxy morphology. For spiral/S0 galaxies with
an antitruncated disc (type III), we also find no evidence to suggest
that the break surface brightness μbrk is related to the galaxy mor-
phology. However, we do find some evidence (significance >3σ )
that the break strength T of spiral/S0 galaxies is somehow related to
the galaxy morphology, with T for both type II and III profiles being
generally smaller (weaker) in S0s compared to spiral galaxies.

In order to understand this result, we need to consider the current
theory for the formation of stellar disc truncations. For classical
truncations (type II-CT), current theories suggest that their forma-
tion is via a radial star formation threshold and the outward scatter-
ing of inner disc stars to regions beyond this threshold (i.e. break
radius; Debattista et al. 2006; Bakos et al. 2008; Martı́nez-Serrano
et al. 2009). Consequently, the outer disc should be populated by old
stars as these are the ones that have had enough time to make the disc
migration. In this scenario, the truncation (type II feature) is related
to a radial change in the age of the stellar population throughout the
disc. Assuming this formation scenario, and an inside–out growth
for the inner disc [i.e. negative age(r) gradient], the suppression of
star formation in the galaxy (e.g. via gas stripping) would cause the
age of the stellar population in the ‘break region’ to increase and the
M/L across the μ(r) break to converge. Consequently, the μ break
will get weaker and may even disappear. For bar-related truncations
(type II-OLR), the μ break is expected to be related to a resonance
phenomenon and therefore the above scenario does not hold. How-
ever, Erwin et al. (2012) suggest that the depletion/removal of gas
from a barred galaxy would cause a weakening of the resonance
effect and may weaken or remove the type II-OLR break from the
μ(r) profile. Considering these theories, the absence/weakening of
type II profiles in our S0s may actually be the natural consequence
of the termination of star formation in the stellar disc as spiral galax-
ies transform into S0s. For type III profiles, the observed weakening

may be the consequence of radial mixing throughout the disc related
to the suspected minor-merger history of the type III system.

In order to fully test these hypotheses, we require high-quality
colour profiles, or better still stellar age profiles, on a large sample
of spiral/S0 galaxies covering a wide range of stellar masses. Only
then will we be able to test whether the weakening of the μ(r) break
in S0 galaxies is related to a weakening of their age profile gradient.

(ii) The nature of antitruncated stellar light profiles. We also ex-
plore the nature of antitruncated (type III) stellar light profiles in
S0 galaxies and assess the effect of a ‘classical’, de Vaucouleurs
(1948) bulge on the outer regions of their μ(r) profiles. In type
III μ(r) profiles (up-bending breaks), the excess light beyond the
break radius rbrk can either be related to an outer exponential disc
(type III-d) or an extended spheroidal component (type III-s). Us-
ing analytical B–D decomposition (de Vaucouleurs, r1/4 bulge plus
single exponential disc) on a sample of 39 type III S0s, we assess
the maximum fraction of type III S0s for which the excess light at
large radii (r > rbrk) could be caused or affected by the spheroidal
component.

Our results indicate that for only about a half of type III S0s, the
antitruncation is related to an outer shallow disc (type III-d). For the
remaining cases, the excess light at r > rbrk can be accounted for
by the bulge profile (type III-s). More importantly, for these latter
cases there are many S0s (∼20 per cent of the type III sub-sample)
that exhibit an antitruncated μ(r) profile caused by the bulge profile
extending beyond a dominant disc. However, with respect to these
results, it is important to note that our adopted methodology (the
use of a de Vaucouleurs bulge in our B–D decomposition) leads to
an overestimation of the bulge light in the outer regions of the μ(r)
profile. This naturally enhances the fraction of type III-s profiles,
which therefore represents an upper limit to the fraction of genuine
type III-s profiles in our type III S0s. Therefore, we conclude that
bulge light is an important component in the μ(r) profiles of many
S0s at large radii and that antitruncations in S0 galaxies are com-
monly caused by either the bulge or disc component. This result
is in sharp contrast to the result of Maltby et al. (2012b) for spiral
galaxies where in the vast majority of cases (∼85 per cent), type III
profiles are a true disc phenomenon (i.e. type III-d).

We propose that these results are consistent with the hypothesis
that spiral galaxies transform into S0s by the termination of star
formation. The suppression of star formation in the stellar disc (e.g.
by gas stripping), would cause the disc component to gradually fade
and the B/D to increase. Consequently, any galaxy undergoing a
spiral → S0 transformation should naturally evolve into a more
bulge-dominated system. As the stellar disc fades, the tail end of
the bulge profile may eventually dominate over the stellar disc
at large radii. Consequently, if a fading stellar disc is inherent to
the morphological transformation of spirals into S0s, this would
naturally lead to an increase in the fraction of antitruncations caused
by the bulge component (type III-s) in S0 galaxies. Alternative
processes inherent to the morphological transformation of spirals
into S0s, such as a central starburst (Bedregal et al. 2011; Johnston
et al. 2012, 2014), could also influence the bulge profile. However,
the emergence of the bulge profile over the disc in the outer regions
implies some degree of disc fading is required. Unfortunately, at
present it is uncertain as to whether the disc could fade to the
required degree in order for this to occur and stellar population
synthesis modelling would be required to study this further.

Taken together, the results of our environmental studies suggest
that the galaxy environment has little direct effect on the structure
of a galaxy’s stellar distribution (at least from the general field to the
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intermediate densities probed by the STAGES survey). Conse-
quently, our results imply that environmental processes directly af-
fecting the structure of the stellar distribution, i.e. galaxy–galaxy or
galaxy–cluster gravitational interactions (e.g. mergers and harass-
ment), are not driving the observed morphology–density relation.
The results of our morphological comparisons are also consistent
with this finding, implying that a fading stellar disc is a likely pro-
cess inherent to spiral → S0 transformations. This result is also sup-
ported by the environmental comparisons of Bösch et al. (2013b),
using rotational gas kinematics. Bösch et al. (2013b) find that in the
cluster environment, disc galaxies with smooth morphology (i.e.
S0s) exhibit greater kinematic disturbances in the gas disc than disc
galaxies with greater morphological asymmetry (i.e. spirals). This
suggests that a subtle cluster-related gas process (e.g. ram-pressure
stripping) is directly affecting the gaseous disc of cluster galaxies.
Such processes could cause star formation to be quenched in the
stellar disc and bring about disc fading. Consequently, we conclude
that more subtle processes acting on the gaseous component of a
galaxy (e.g. ram-pressure stripping) are more likely to play an im-
portant role in the origin of the morphology–density relation and
the transformation of spiral galaxies into S0s.
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